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General Introduction
Photoinduced electron transfer is a crucial way for the conversion of solar energy into a
usable form of chemical potential in organic photovoltaic devices1-4 and in natural
photosynthesis.5-8 In organic solar cells, charge generation (i.e., formation of electron and hole)
is achieved by initial charge separation as a result of exciton dissociation at the interface of
electron-donor and electron-acceptor domains and this process is followed by charge migration
from the bulk of the active layer towards the corresponding electrodes of the device to obtain a
current flow. Charge separation at the interface competes with charge recombination, which
impedes the charge collection at the electrodes and substantially decreases the device
efficiency.1-4 Morphological arrangements at nanometer scale in the active layer of the
photovoltaic devices are suggested to restrain the fast recombination, thereby improving the
efficiency values.9-12 Ideally, electron and hole generated at the interface should be properly
directed to the interspaced one-dimensional conduits of the donor and the acceptor tailored in
accordance with the efficient light harvesting and exciton diffusion length before they wasted
by fast charge recombination in the bulk (Figure 1).12
hv
Transparent Electrode

Electrode

Figure 1. Realistic (left) and ideal (right) active layer morphology of a bulk heterojunction
solar cell at nanometer scale.
Involving the long-lived charge separated states,5,13 photoconversion reactions of
photosynthesis take place in the photosynthetic reaction centers.14 These reaction centers are
protein-cofactor complexes embedded in the thylakoid membrane by non-covalent interactions
and involved in the electron transport chain during the light-dependent reactions of the
photosynthesis (Figure 2).14-18 The transmembrane helical sections of the protein subunits
surrounding the reaction centers are mainly composed of amino acids bearing hydrophobic
residues. This provides an orientation control by which the protein is tightly positioned in the
membrane in a unique position.19-21 Besides the oriented protein structure to conduct the
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products of electron transfer event (i.e., radical ion pair), the reaction center cofactors are
spatially ordered to prevent the fast charge recombination.13,22-24 The electron is rapidly
transferred towards the stromal surface to the electron acceptor, plastoquinone QA, through a
chlorophyll (ChlD1) and a pheophytin (PheoD1) to create a P680•+-QA•– charge-separated pair,
distant from each other around 3.4 nm (Figure 2).25

Figure 2. Entire structure of photosynthetic reaction center complex of Rhodobacter
sphaeroides, including protein subunits and cofactors (left) and photoinduced charge
separation among the cofactors of reaction center of Thermosynechococcus elongates (right).
Structures were obtained from Protein Data Bank (structure ID: 1AIJ) and ref. 16 and modified
for clarity.
As in the protein-cofactor arrangements existing in the photosynthetic reaction centers, wellordered orientation at the nanoscale can be controlled by the intermolecular weak interactions
among the molecules of the materials designed for photonics and electronics wherein the
efficient electron transfer is critically of importance.26-35 In this context, perylenediimide dyes
(PDIs)36 emerge as quintessential building blocks of one-dimensional self-assemblies at
nanoscale (Figure 3).37-39 Known for high persistency against harsh physical and chemical
conditions (i.e., high temperature, concentrated sulfuric acid, molten potassium hydroxide, and
concentrated bleach),40,41 PDIs are quite invaluable for optoelectronic applications because
they possess high absorption features in the visible region, strong fluorescence emission with
quantum yields close to unity, and proper redox activity.42 Its intrinsic low solubility has been
overcome by introducing substituents from imides or bay region (Figure 3).41 Large aromatic
plane of PDI causing the low solubility actually promotes strong π-π interactions, which
2

eventually result in the formation of nanostructures aligned in one dimension.38,43 PDIs are
good electron acceptors due to four electron-withdrawing oxygen atoms. Therefore, the
nanostructures of PDIs have high electron transport potential along their long axes 44 to
effectively channel the electrons obtained by photodriven charge separation to the electrodes to
prevent the fast charge recombination in the organic photovoltaic devices.
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Figure 3. (i) Molecular structure of PDI showing the substitution from N-atoms and bay
region (ii) Illustration of π-stacked PDIs via π-π interactions, and (iii) Transmission electron
microscopy image of one-dimensional nanostructures of PDI obtained by solution-based selfassembly.
Due to above-mentioned spectral and electrochemical properties, PDI dyes have been
employed in many donor-acceptor systems mimicking the photosynthetic reaction center.
Photoinduced electron-transfer processes within molecular polyad systems,45-48 hybrid systems
with carbon nanostructures49,50 and the supramolecular self-assembly models51-57 of PDIs have
been reported in various studies. However, the light induced electron transfer from donor
moieties to columnar PDI nanostructures and the spectroscopic characterization of the electron
transport along these structures have yet to be clarified.
The Contents of This Doctoral Thesis
This thesis describes herein the photodriven electron-transfer processes of the columnar PDI
nanostructures for efficient light-energy conversion by employing the self-assembly models in
the corresponding chapters. The charge separation and the directional charge transport in the
following chapters have been clarified by using time-resolved transient absorption techniques.
In chapter 1, photoinduced electron transfer taking place in the newly synthesized covalently
linked PDI-donor dyad and triad has been studied. PDI derivatives employed in this study bear
electron-withdrawing cyano or electron-donating pyrrolidone groups at the bay region.
Electron-transfer dynamics of monomer PDI have been obtained for understanding and
comparison with those of the PDI π-stacks.
In chapter 2, the nature of the electron migration within the one-dimensional nanobelts of
PDI has been explained spectroscopically during the photoinduced electron transfer from a
strong electron donor.
3

In chapter 3, supramolecular self-assembly systems have been constructed by using various
weak interactions to understand the effect of the distance between the PDI nanoribbons and the
donor moieties on the dynamics of the electron and energy transfer events.
In chapter 4, the effect of π-stacking and conformational changes on the photoinduced
charge separation process of PDI, which is covalently attached to electron-donor substituents
has been studied in organic and aqueous media.
In chapter 5, electron-accepting columnar PDI nanostructures have been doped with πelectron donors by utilizing strong π-π and ionic interactions in aqueous environment. Charge
separation and recombination processes have been studied to observe the effect of electron
transport on the elongation of the lifetime of the charge-separated states.
In the last chapter, the control of photodriven electron transport within the columnar π-stacks
of PDIs by changing the π-extent of the electron donors has been discussed. The lifetimes of
the charge-separated states has been drastically altered by electron donors with varying πextent due to enhanced charge migration within the columnar arrays of PDIs.
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Chapter 1
Efficient Electron Transfer Processes of the Covalently Linked
Perylenediimides–Ferrocene Systems: Femtosecond and
Nanosecond Transient Absorption Studies

Efficient Charge Separation

hv
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X = cyano or pyrrolidine

Slow Charge Recombination

Abstract: Photoinduced electron-transfer processes of the newly synthesized rodlike covalent
donor-acceptor molecules consisting of electron-donating ferrocenes (Fc) with electronaccepting perylenediimides (PDIs) with core-substituted cyano and pyrrolidine groups,
forming Fc-PDI(CN)2 dyad, Fc2-PDI(CN)2 triad, and Fc-PDI(Py)2 dyad, have been investigated
in benzonitrile. The geometric and electronic structures of the dyads and triad were probed by
ab initio B3LYP/6-311G methods. The distribution of the highest occupied molecular orbitals
(HOMOs) was on the ferrocene entities, while the distribution of lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals (LUMOs) was on the PDI entities. Free-energy calculations verify that the lightinduced processes from excited states of PDIs are exothermic. The excited state photochemical
events are monitored by femtosecond and nanosecond transient absorption techniques. In
benzonitrile, the quenching pathway involves fast and efficient charge-separation from the
ferrocenes to the excited PDIs. The finding that the lifetime of Fc2+-[PDI(CN)2]•– triad (59 ps)
was found to be longer than that of Fc+-[PDI(CN)2]•– dyad (25 ps) in benzonitrile reflects the
effect of the second ferrocene entity in stabilizing the radical ion-pairs in the triad. In addition,
photoinduced electron transfer in Fc-PDI(Py)2 dyad occurs via the drastic quenching of singlet
state of PDI(Py)2, resulting in the enhancement of triplet state of PDI(Py)2 due to charge
recombination of the radical-ion pairs.
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Introduction
Perylene dyes continue to emerge as archetypal components in a variety of photofunctional
materials. Due to their unique light-harvesting1 and redox properties2 as well as high chemical
persistency, thermal durability, and photostability,3 perylene dyes have been regarded as
potential candidates for numerous applications, spanning from optoelectronics to biological
fields, such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLED),4 optical switches,5 organic field-effect
transistors (OFET),6 xerographic materials,7 organic solar cells,8 laser dyes,9 and biosensors,10
and so forth.
Among the derivatives of perylene dyes, the perylenediimide (PDI) dyes seem to be ideal for
light-based applications due to their excellent photophysical properties. The PDI dyes have
strong absorption with high molar absorption coefficients (ε = 58000 M–1cm–1 at 490 nm in
CHCl3), a long fluorescence lifetime, near unity fluorescence quantum yields.3a PDIs with their
low reduction potentials are very convenient electron acceptors.2a A more practical aspect of
PDIs concerns the optical absorption spectra of their radical anions, which show strong and
characteristic absorption bands (ε = 104–105 M–1 cm–1) in the Vis-NIR region of the spectra,
serving as diagnostic probes for their identification.11 Furthermore, these isolated absorptions
of the radical anions, especially in the NIR region, allow an accurate analysis of inter- and
intramolecular electron-transfer dynamics of PDI-based compounds.
PDIs present a chemical versatility to introduce new substituents from imide groups and bay
region (positions 1, 6, 7, and 12) in order to overcome their inherent low solubility12 and adjust
spectral and electrochemical properties.2a,3a,13 For example, appendage of electron-withdrawing
cyano groups to 1-and 7-positions of perylenediimides, PDI(CN)2, leads into a significant
positive shift of reduction potentials of PDI without changing its parental steady-state spectral
characteristics.14 Attachment of pyrrolidine groups to 1-and 7-positions of perylenediimides,
PDI(Py)2, on the other hand, results in different consequences such as appearance of intense
absorption at NIR region canceling the absorption bands around 530 nm and electron-donating
character by reason of amine groups.14
To date, many redox active chromophores were involved in various donor-acceptor systems
based on the PDI derivatives.2b,15 To the best of our knowledge, the combinations of PDIs as
electron acceptors with the ferrocenes, as electron donors, are rare. Recently, such
combinations have been used as an electrochemical indicator for human telomeric DNA
tetraplex,16 supramolecular2d and multistate2e redox-active structures, unimolecular electrical
rectifier,17 and molecular fluorescent switch,2f exposing their wide-range applicability. The
details of intramolecular photoinduced electron-transfer (PET) mechanisms of
perylenediimides-ferrocene systems have yet to be explored.
In this work, we described in details the photochemical properties of the newly synthesized
dyad and triad molecules composed of PDI(CN)2 with one and two ferrocenes attached (Figure
1). The photophysical properties of PDI(Py)2 with one ferrocene have also been investigated
8

because of its NIR light absorbing characteristics which is of importance for optical data
processing18a as well as energy conversion and strorage.19 In the literature, contrary to usual
cases of PDI dyes, where they are conventionally used as electron acceptors,2b,15 PDI(Py)2 has
been insistently assessed as electron-donor moiety due to amine groups in various donoracceptor models.18 Both femtosecond and nanosecond transient absorption spectral studies
were performed in order to characterize the electron-transfer species in polar benzonitrile and
to explore the mechanistic details of the light-induced electron-transfer reactions from the
ferrocene to the singlet-excited PDI(CN)2 and PDI(Py)2.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of the investigated compounds 1-3 and their references.
Experimental Section
Materials and Instruments. Steady-state absorption measurements were recorded on a
Shimadzu UV-3100PC spectrometer or a Hewlett Packard 8453 diode array
spectrophotometer at room temperature. IR spectra were recorded by using a ThermoNicolet
NEXUS 670 FTIR spectrometer in the range of v = 500 to 4000 cm–1 at room temperature.
Samples were prepared as KBr pellets at different concentrations. MALDI-TOF MS spectra
were recorded with an Applied Biosystems Voyager-DE-STR using dithranol as a matrix.
Fluorescence measurements were carried out on a Shimadzu spectrofluorophotometer (RF5300PC). Phosphorescence spectra were obtained by a SPEX fluorolog τ3 spectrophotometer.
Emission spectra in the NIR region were detected by using a Hamamatsu Photonics R5509-72
photomultiplier. An Ar-saturated 2-MeTHF solution containing PDI(CN)2 and PDI(Py)2 at 77
K was excited at indicated wavelengths.
Electrochemical measurements were performed on an ALS630B electrochemical analyzer in
deaerated benzonitrile (PhCN) containing tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate
(TBAPF6 0.10 M) as supporting electrolyte at 298 K. A conventional three-electrode cell was
used with a platinum working electrode (surface area of 0.3 mm2) and a platinum wire as the
counter electrode. The Pt working electrode was routinely polished with BAS polishing
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alumina suspension and rinsed with acetone before use. The measured potentials were
recorded with respect to SCE reference electrode. All electrochemical measurements were
carried out under an atmospheric pressure of argon. Femtosecond
transient
absorption
spectroscopy experiments were conducted using an ultrafast source: Integra-C (Quantronix
Corp.), an optical parametric amplifier: TOPAS (Light Conversion Ltd.) and a commercially
available optical detection system: Helios provided by Ultrafast Systems LLC. The source for
the pump and probe pulses were derived from the fundamental output of Integra-C (780 nm, 2
mJ/pulse and fwhm = 130 fs) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. 75% of the fundamental output of
the laser was introduced into TOPAS which has optical frequency mixers resulting in tunable
range from 285 nm to 1660 nm, while the rest of the output was used for white light
generation. Typically, 2500 excitation pulses were averaged for 5 seconds to obtain the
transient spectrum at a set delay time. Kinetic traces at appropriate wavelengths were
assembled from the time-resolved spectral data. All measurements were conducted at 298 K.
The transient spectra were recorded using fresh solutions in each laser excitation. For
nanosecond transient absorption measurements, deaerated solutions of the compounds were
excited by a Panther OPO equipped with a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, SLII-10, 4-6 ns fwhm)
with a power of 10-15 mJ per pulse. The photochemical reactions were monitored by
continuous exposure to a Xe lamp (150 W) as a probe light and a photomultiplier tube
(Hamamatsu 2949) as a detector. Solutions were deoxygenated by argon purging for 15 min
prior to the measurements.
Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on a COMPAQ DS20E
computer. Geometry optimizations were carried out using the Becke3LYP functional and 361G basis set with the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) formalism and as implemented in the
Gaussian 03 program Rev. C.02. Graphical outputs of the computational results were
generated with the Gauss View software program (ver. 3.09) developed by Semichem, Inc.
Synthesis
of
1,7-dibromoperylene-3,4;9,10-tetracarboxydianhydride
(6).
22
Compound 6 was synthesized according to the literature procedures. To a solution of compound
5 (10.0 g, 25 mmol) were added conc. sulfuric acid (300 mL) and then stirred for 24 hours at
room temperature. The mixture was warmed to 55~60oC and iodine (0.23 g, 2.5 mmol) was
added. After 5 hours, the mixture was added bromine (7.6 mL, 62.5 mmol) slowly and then
warmed to 80oC and stirred for 8 hours. The mixture was quenched with ice water and filtered
under reduced pressure to give compound 6 (12.5 g, 89%).
Synthesis
of
N,N-bis(ferrocenylphenyl)-1,7-dibromoperylene-3,4;9,10bis(dicarboximide) (7). To a solution of compound 6 (1.0 g, 1.81 mmol) in DMF (60mL)
were added zinc acetate (2.4 g, 6.6 mmol) and 4-ferrocenylaniline (1.6 g, 5.77 mmol). The
mixture was warmed to 80oC and stirred for 8 hours. The solvent was stripped under reduced
pressure, and the residue was purified by column chromatography over silica gel with
dichloromethane/acetone (10/1 v/v) to give compound 7 (0.8 g, 41%). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
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CDCl3): δ 9.46 (d, 4H), 8.95(s, 2H), 8.91(d, 2H), 7.68(d, 2H), 7.24(d, 2H), 4.68(s, 2H), 4.36(s,
2H), 4.12(s, 10H); Anal. Calcd for C56H32Br2N2O4Fe2: C, 62.95%; H, 3.02%; N, 2.62%.
Found: C, 62.71%; H, 2.87%; N, 2.46%.
Synthesis
of
N,N-bis(ferrocenylphenyl)-1,7-dicyanoperylene-3,4;9,10bis(dicarboximide) (1). To a solution of compound 7 (0.05 g, 0.046 mmol) in 4-dioxane
(50mL) were added CuCN (0.03 g, 0.33 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (0.01 g, 0.01mmol) and dppf (0.01g,
o.o1 mmol). The mixture was heated to reflux under N2 and kept at reflux for 3 days. The
solvent was stripped under reduced pressure and the residue was purified by column
chromatography over silica gel with dichloromethane and then followed with
dichloromethane/acetone (150/1 v/v). The last trace of impurities was eliminated by column
chromatography over silica gel with dichloromethane/acetone (98/2 v/v) to give compound 1
(0.02 g, 45%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.59 (d, 2H), 9.00(s, 2H), 8.81(d, 2H), 7.65(d,
2H), 7.24(d, 2H), 4.71(s, 2H), 4.39(s, 2H), 4.14(s, 10H); UV/vis (toluene): max λ (log ε) =
428 (4.03), 493 (4.45), 530 (4.64) nm; IR (KBr): v 2963, 2923, 2363, 2322, 1713, 1675, 1652,
1602, 1406, 1352, 1260, 1092, 1026, 831, 802, 771, 740, 705, 668 cm–1; MS (MALDI-TOF)
(dithranol matrix): m/z for C58H32N4O4Fe2 Calcd 960.56. Found 959.77 (M+); Anal. Calcd for
C58H32N4O4Fe2: C, 72.52%; H, 3.36%; N, 5.83%. Found: C, 72.29%; H, 3.44%; N, 5.61%.
Synthesis of N-cyclohexyl-1,7-dibromoperylene-3,4-dicarboxyanhydride-9,10dicarboximide (8) and N,N-bis(cyclohexyl)-1,7-dibromoperylene-3,4:9,10tetracarboxydiimide (9). To a solution of compound 6 (3.0 g, 5.45 mmol) in pyridine
(120mL) were added cyclohexylamine (3.12 g, 31.5mmol). The mixture was warmed to
75oC and then stirred for 10 hours. The solvent was stripped under reduced pressure and the
residue was tried to purify by column chromatography over silica gel several times. However,
the compound 8 and 9 were adsorbed together to silica gel as a mixture and could not be
separated. Therefore, the mixture was used for the next step without further separation. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.45 (d, 2H), 8.85(s, 2H), 8.63(d, 2H), 5.02 (t, 1H), 2.54 (q, 4H),
1.93 (q, 4H), 1.48 (q, 2H).
Synthesis
of
N,N-(cyclohexyl)-(4-ferrocenylphenyl)-1,7-dibromoperylene3,4;9,10-bis(dicarboximide) (10). To a solution of the mixture of compounds 8 and 9 (0.1
g, 0.14 mmol on the assumption that the mixture is 8) in toluene (50mL) were added zinc
acetate (0.12 g, 0.66 mmol) and 4-ferrocenylaniline (0.1g, 0.56 mmol). The mixture was
heated to reflux under N2 and kept at reflux for 4 days. The solvent was stripped under
reduced pressure. The residue was purified by column chromatography over silica gel with
dichloromethane/acetone (120/1 v/v) to give 0.06g of red compound 10 (0.06 g, 50% based on
8). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.46 (d, 4H), 8.76(s, 2H), 8.65(d, 2H), 7.63 (d, 2H), 7.24 (d,
2H), 5.03 (t, 1H), 4.69 (s, 1H), 4.36 (s, 1H), 4.12 (s, 5H), 2.55 (q, 4H), 1.93 (q, 4H), 1.48 (q,
2H); Anal. Calcd for C46H30Br2N2O4Fe: C, 62.05%; H, 3.40%; N, 3.15%. Found: C, 61.88%;
H, 3.19%; N, 3.07%.
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Synthesis of N,N-(cyclohexyl)-(4-ferrocenylphenyl)-1,7-dicyanoperylene-3,4;9,10bis(dicarboximide) (2). To a solution of compound 10 (0.03 g, 0.033 mmol) in 4-dioxane
(40mL) were added CuCN (0.1 g, 1.12 mmol), Pd(dba)3 (0.02 g, 0.022mmol) and dppf (0.01 g,
0.018 mmol). The mixture was heated to reflux under N2 and kept at reflux for 3 days. The
solvent was stripped under reduced pressure and the residue was purified by column
chromatography over silica gel with dichloromethane and then with dichloromethane/acetone
(50/1 v/v) to give compound 2 (0.018g, 69%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.46 (d, 2H),
8.92 (s, 2H), 8.65 (d, 2H), 7.63 (d, 2H), 7.24 (d, 2H), 5.03 (t, 1H), 4.69 (s, 1H), 4.36 (s, 1H),
4.12 (s, 5H), 2.55 (q, 4H), 1.93 (q, 4H), 1.48 (q, 2H); UV/vis (toluene): max λ (log ε) = 428
(4.03), 494 (4.45), 530 (4.64) nm; IR (KBr): v 2927, 2854, 2359, 2322, 1701, 1663, 1594,
1406, 1338, 1259, 1106, 1030, 8311, 746, 693, 652 cm–1; MS (MALDI-TOF) (dithranol
matrix): m/z for C48H30N4O4Fe Calcd: 782.60. Found: 782.03 (M+); Anal. Calcd for
C48H30N4O4Fe: C, 73.66%; H, 3.86%; N, 7.16%. Found: C, 73.74%; H, 3.99%; N, 7.07%.
Synthesis of N,N-bis(cyclohexyl)-1,7-bis(N-pyrrolidinyl) perylene-3,4;9,10bis(dicarboximide) (11). To a solution of compounds 8 and 9 (0.5 g, 0.70 mmol on the
assumption that the mixture is 9 were added pyrrolidine (30mL). The mixture was warmed to
55oC and then stirred for 10 hours. The solvent was stripped under reduced pressure and the
residue was purified by column chromatography over silica gel with dichloromethane to give
compound 11 (0.12 g, 24% based on 9). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.48 (s, 2H), 8.40 (d,
2H), 7.71 (d, 2H), 5.02 (t, 2H), 3.79 (s, 4H), 2.89 (s, 4H), 2.54 (q, 8H), 1.93 (q, 8H), 1.48 (q,
4H); Anal. Calcd for C44H44N4O4: C, 76.27%; H, 6.40%; N, 8.09%. Found: C, 76.10%; H,
6.53%; N, 7.88%.
Synthesis
of
N-cyclohexyl-1,7-bis(N-pyrrolidinyl)
perylene-3,4dicarboxydianhydride-9,10-dicarboximide (12). To a solution of compound 11 (0.24 g,
0.34 mmol) were added 2-propanol (100mL) and potassium hydroxide (0.3 g, 4.9 mmol). The
mixture was stirred for 5 minutes at ambient temperature and heated to reflux under N2 and
kept at reflux for 30 minutes. The reaction mixture were added to 400ml of acetic acid
solution (20mL of acetic acid in 400mL solution) and stirred for 10 minutes. The product was
extracted with dichloromethane (400mL), and the organic extracts were washed 3 times with
distilled water and dried. The dichloromethane was stripped under reduced pressure and the
residue was purified by column chromatography over silica gel with
dichloromethane/methanol (17/1 v/v) and then followed with dichloromethane/acetone (150/1
v/v) to give compound 12 (0.07 g, 38%). Compound 12: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.42
(s, 2H), 7.68 (d, 2H), 7.50 (d, 2H), 5.02 (t, 1H), 3.79 (s, 4H), 2.89 (s, 4H); Anal. Calcd for
C38H33N3O5: C, 74.61%; H, 5.44%; N, 6.87%. Found: C, 74.39%, H, 5.63%, N, 6.96%.
Synthesis
of
N,N-(cyclohexyl)-(4-ferrocenylphenyl)-1,7-bis(N-pyrrolidinyl)
perylene-3,4;9,10-bis(dicarboximide) (3). To a solution of compound 12 (0.05 g, 0.081
mmol) in pyridine (60mL) were added zinc acetate (0.15g, 0.83 mmol) and 4-
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ferrocenylaniline (0.08 g, 0.29 mmol). The mixture was heated to reflux under N2 and kept at
reflux for 4 days. The solvent was stripped under reduced pressure and the residue was
purified by column chromatography over silica gel with dichloromethane and then followed
with dichloromethane/acetone (150/1 v/v) to give compound 3 (0.016 g, 23%). 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.53 (s, 2H), 8.48 (d, 2H), 7.78 (d, 2H), 7.72(d, 2H), 7.64 (d, 2H), 5.11 (t,
1H), 4.71 (s, 1H), 4.38 (s, 1H), 4.14 (s, 5H), 3.80 (s, 8H), 2.87 (s, 8H), 2.61 (q, 4H), 1.79 (q,
4H); UV/vis (toluene): max λ (log ε) = 430 (4.21), 688 (4.64) nm; IR (KBr): v 2928, 2853,
1690, 1655, 1592, 1579, 1560, 1417, 1339, 1257, 1243, 1123, 806 cm–1 MS (MALDI-TOF)
(dithranol matrix): m/z for C54H46N4O4Fe Calcd: 870.79. Found: 870.18 (M+); Anal. Calcd for
C54H46N4O4Fe: C, 74.48%; H, 5.33%; N, 6.43%. Found: C, 74.21%; H, 5.48%; N, 6.24%.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis and Characterization. Preparation of ferrocene–perylenediimide compounds 13 was performed by following the steps as depicted in Scheme 1. Every step of the reaction
sequence proceeded smoothly and efficiently to give a good or moderate yield of the product.
Commercially available perylene dianhydride (PDA, 5) was brominated at 1 and 7 positions of
the molecule according to the literature procedures20 to give 6 in 89%. Subsequent reaction of
6 with 4-ferrocenylaniline was performed in the presence of Zn(OAc)2 according to the
literature procedures21 to afford the corresponding diimide 7 in 41%. The bromine groups in 7
were substituted with CuCN by using tris(dibenzylideneacetone)-dipalladium(0), [Pd2(dba3)2]
as a catalyst11 to produce triad 1 in a yield of 45%. On the other hand, the reaction of PDA 6
with cyclohexyl amine gave a mixture of the corresponding perylene monoimide (PMI) 8 and
PDI 9. However, 8 and 9 could not be separated by chromatography as well as recrystallization
methods. Therefore, the reaction mixture was used for the subsequent reactions without further
purification. Reaction with 4-ferrocenylaniline gave 10 in 50%, and two bromine groups in 10
were substituted by CuCN to provide dyad 2 in 69%. Pyrrolidine groups were introduced to the
1 and 7 positions of 9 by substitution reaction according to the literature procedures14 to give
11 in 24% and the following conversion to the corresponding compound 12 was carried out in
basic condition by using KOH to afford 12 in 38%. Dyad 3 was finally obtained by the reaction
of 12 with 4-ferrocenylaniline in the presence of Zn(OAc)2 according to the literature
procedures21 in a yield of 23%.
Compounds 1-3 and their precursor compounds 5–13 are soluble in common organic solvents.
1
H NMR and elemental analysis mainly confirmed the structure and purity of the new
compounds. 1H NMR spectra of 1–3 are consistent with the proposed structures, showing the
expected features with the correct integration ratios. The MALDI-TOF mass spectra provided a
direct evidence for the structures of 1–3 showing a singly charged molecular ion peak,
respectively, that matches the calculated value for the molecular weight of each compound.
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Further confirmation of the compounds 1–3 was obtained from the steady-state absorption
measurements as shown in the forthcoming sections.
Scheme 1. Synthesis of compounds 1–3a
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(a) I2, Br2, H2SO4, 89%. (b) 4-Ferrocenylaniline, pyridine, Zn(OAc)2, 80˚C, 8 hrs, 41%. (c)
and (f) CuCN, Pd2(dba)3, dppf, 4-dioxane, reflux, 72 hrs, 45% for compound 1, 69% for
compound 2. (d) Cyclohexylamine, pyridine, 75˚C, 10 hrs. (e) 4-Ferrocenylaniline, pyridine,
Zn(OAc)2, rt. 1 hr, 50%. (g) Pyrrolidine, 55˚C, 24%. (h) KOH, 2-propanol, rt, 30 min, 38%. (i)
4-Ferrocenylaniline, pyridine, Zn(OAc)2, reflux, 96 hrs, 23%.
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Steady-State Absorption and Fluorescence Measurements. As shown in Figure 2,
the cyano-substituted and unsubstituted PDI exhibit quite the same absorption spectral patterns
with the maxima at 532 nm, whereas due to the amino substitution from 1-and 7-positions,
dyad 3 displays dramatic red shift of maximum from 530 nm to 707 nm in PhCN which is
explained by charge transfer (CT) transition from electron-donating amino groups towards the
PDI core.18a Remarkable shift of maxima of PDI(Py)2 due to solvatochromism (684 nm in
toluene and 700 nm in PhCN) peculiar to CT bands supports this idea. In cases of 1–3,
appendage of ferrocene(s) leads to slightly different maxima than those of PDI(CN)2 and
PDI(Py)2 references probably owing to the replacement of cyclohexane with benzene link
attached to ferrocene.18a It is worth to mention that the presence of planar node lying between
two nitrogen atoms of imide groups of PDI precludes extensive electronic communication with
the imide substituents.22
1
2
3
48

36

24
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Figure 2. Steady-state absorption spectra of 1–3 in PhCN.
Photoinduced intramolecular events of 1–3 were investigated, firstly, by using steady-state
fluorescence spectroscopy on exciting the PDI entities in PhCN. The emission spectra of
PDI(CN)2 and PDI(Py)2 exhibited emission bands at 543 and 732 nm, respectively (Figure 3).
Singlet excited state energies (∆E0–0) are calculated as 2.30 eV for PDI(CN)2 and as 1.70 eV
for PDI(Py)2 with respect to the emission data in PhCN. In addition, energy levels of the triplet
states of PDI(Py)2 and PDI(CN)2 are figured as 1.20 eV and 1.16 eV, respectively, according to
phosphorescence measurements in which the former shows a peak at 1035 nm and the latter
has a triplet emission at 1070 nm (Figure 4). The efficient quenching of the singlet excited state
of the PDI(CN)2 by the appended ferrocene entities is clearly seen in case of 1 and 2 in polar
benzonitrile (Figure 3). The quenching process may involve the electron transfer from the
ferrocene to the singlet excited state of PDI(CN)2 and/or the energy transfer from the PDI(CN)2
to ferrocene. The singlet excited state of the ferrocene (2.46 eV)23 is above that of PDI
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chromophores, ruling out the quenching due to the energy transfer. When turning to 3, one
could also observe a chiefly quenched fluorescence (82%) of the PDI(Py)2 by the attached
ferrocene in PhCN. It is likely that the fluorescence quenching is due to the electron-transfer
process from the Fc to the PDI(Py)2.
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Flu. Intensity
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Figure 3. Steady-state emission of 1–3 and the reference compounds in PhCN (λexc = 490 and
430 nm, respectively).
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Figure 4. Phosphorescence spectra of PDI(CN)2 (left) and PDI(Py)2 (right) in frozen 2MeTHF at 77 K (λexc = 460 and 650 nm, respectively) .
Computational Studies. To gain insight into the molecular and electronic structures of the
investigated systems, computational studies were performed by using density functional
methods (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-311G level.24 The structures were optimized to a stationary
point on the Born–Oppenheimer potential energy surface. DFT optimized structures of
reference PDI(CN)2 and PDI(Py)2 with the highest occupied frontier molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) calculated have shown in
Figure 5. Planar node disappears in HOMO level of the PDI(Py)2 reference.
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Figure 5. DFT optimized molecular structures of reference PDI(CN)2 (left) and PDI(Py)2
(right) with frontier HOMOs and LUMOs.

Figure 6. DFT optimized molecular structure of 1 with frontier HOMOs and LUMO.
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In case of triad 1 and dyad 2 (Figures 6 and 7), the majority of the orbital distributions of the
HOMO were located mutually over the ferrocene entities. The orbital energies of the HOMO
and HOMO–1 for the triad 1 are calculated as –5.337 and –5.343 eV, respectively. These two
levels have energetically quite close values. On the other hand, the majority of the orbital
distributions of the LUMO was located over the PDI body and substituted cyano groups (in
cases of 1 and 2). The absence of HOMOs on PDI(CN)2 and LUMOs on the ferrocene suggests
weak or no charge transfer interactions between the PDI(CN)2 unit and ferrocene entities in the
ground state. These results propose the formation of charge-separated states in electron-transfer
reactions of the triad 1 and dyad 2.
LUMO
LUMO

!

!

HOMO
HOMO

!

!
HOMO–1

HOMO–1

!

!
Figure 7. DFT optimized molecular structures of reference 2 (left) and 3 (right) with frontier
HOMOs and LUMOs.
In the case of dyad 3, the majority of the orbital distributions of the LUMO and HOMO
were found to be located on the PDI core with small orbital coefficients on the substituted
pyrrolidine groups (Figure 7). On the other hand, the majority of the orbital distributions of the
HOMO–1 was located over the ferrocene. These results also suggest that the charge-separated
state in electron-transfer reactions of 3 is Fc+-[PDI(Py)2)]•– over HOMO–1. The center-to-
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center distance (RDA), that is, the distance between the PDI cores and the ferrocene, was
computed to be 12.9 Å.
Electrochemical Studies and Electron-Transfer Driving Force. Cyclic voltammetry
(CV) measurements have been performed as a means to clarify electrochemical properties of
1–3 and the reference compounds in PhCN containing 0.10 M TBAPF6 as supporting
electrolyte (Table 1). The first reduction potential (Ered) of unsubstituted PDI reference was
recorded at -600 mV vs. SCE, whereas the Fc reference undergoes one-electron oxidation (Eox)
at 470 mV.25 As expected, attaching the electron-withdrawing cyano groups to PDI aromatic
core leads to large cathodic shift of nearly 380 mV for the first reduction potential (Ered = –220
mV) while PDI(Py)2 displays anodic shift very close to 280 mV for the first reduction potential
(Ered = –880 mV) (Figure 8). In addition, the PDI(Py)2 dye undergoes one-electron oxidation at
Fc

PDI(CN)2

PDI(Py)2

2

1
3

0.5

0.0
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Figure 8. Cyclic voltammograms of 1–3 and the reference compounds in deaerated PhCN
containing 0.1 M TBAPF6 (Sweep rate: 0.1 mV/s).
590 and 760 mV as anticipated from the bay-substitution of electron-donating amino groups.14
From these redox values, one could see that PDI(CN)2 acts as a strong electron acceptor,
whereas PDI(Py)2 can be utilized as a convenient electron acceptor, as well as an electron
donor. Further reductions at –160 and –190 mV were observed corresponding to the reduction
of PDI(CN)2 in triad 1 and dyad 2, respectively (Figure 8). The slight positive shift of the Ered
of PDI(CN)2 in 1 and 2 compared with PDI(CN)2 reference may be explained by the inductive
stabilization of the radical anion by the replacement of cyclohexanes with the benzene rings.
On the other hand, the first oxidation corresponding to ferrocene in 1 and 2 was located at 490
mV.
When turning to 3, the redox measurements portray similar characteristics to those of
reference PDI(Py)2, where it differently exhibits its first oxidation potential at 480 mV, clearly
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originating from fused ferrocene, which brings about a slight positive shift of reduction and
oxidation potentials of dyad molecule relative to those of PDI(Py)2 (Figure 8).
Table 1. Redox potentials of compounds 1, 2, and 3 (mV vs. SCE) and free energy changes of
the charge-recombination (–ΔGCR) and charge-separation (–ΔGCS) processes in PhCN.
compound

Ered1

Fc

Eox1

–ΔGCR / eV

–ΔGCS / eV

470

PDI

–600

1

–190

490

0.61

1.69

2

–160

490

0.64

1.66

3

–870

480

1.31

0.39

The free-energy change for electron transfer (ΔGCS in eV) was calculated using the
following expression:26
∆GCS = e(Eox – Ered) – ∆E0-0 + ∆Gs (1)
where Eox is the first one-electron oxidation potential of ferrocene, Ered is the first one-electron
reduction potential of PDIs, ∆E0-0 is the energy of the 0–0 transition energy gap between the
lowest excited state and the ground state of PDIs, and ∆Gs refers to the static Coulomb energy
in benzonitrile, calculated by using the “dielectric continuum model”26 according to the
following equation:
∆Gs = e2/4πε0εSRCC
(2)
The center-to-center distance, RCC, was calculated for the optimized structures to be 12.90 Å.
The symbols ε0 and εS represent vacuum permittivity and dielectric constant of solvent used for
photochemical and electrochemical studies, respectively. Based on the first oxidation potential
of ferrocene and the reduction potential of PDIs in 1–3, the driving forces for chargerecombination processes (–∆GCR) are calculated as 0.61, 0.64, and 1.31 eV for 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Based on the –∆GCR values and the energy of singlet excited state of PDIs, the
driving forces for charge-separation processes (–∆GCS) are calculated as 1.69, 1.66, and 0.39
eV for 1, 2, and 3, respectively, indicating exothermic photoinduced electron transfer from
ferrocene to the singlet excited states of PDIs.
Femtosecond and Nanosecond Transient Absorption Measurements. The
transient absorption spectra of PDI(CN)2 in toluene at selected time delays were obtained by a
given excitation at 460 nm (Figure 9). The symmetric negative signal shows mirror-imaged
spectra, corresponding to ground state absorption and stimulated emission.27 The peak formed
at around 775 nm is assigned to excited-state absorption of the singlet state. The decay of
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singlet-excited state is not completed within the time course of measurement as the singlet
excited state lifetime as determined from fluorescence lifetime is 4.5 ns.2a
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Figure 9. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of the reference PDI(CN)2 in deaerated
toluene (λexc = 460 nm).
The femtosecond transient absorption spectra of Fc-PDI(CN)2 in PhCN recorded after an
excitation at 460 nm (Figure 10) display a quenching of the singlet state of PDI(CN)2 at 775
nm (8.2 ps) followed by the formation of positive absorption instead of bleaching arising from
stimulated emission at 570 nm and the formation of peaks positioned at 695 and 940 nm. These
peaks are attributed to radical anion of PDI(CN)2, [PDI(CN)2)]•–, since they match with the
radical anion peaks of PDI(CN)2 obtained by addition of tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene
(TDAE)28 in steady-state absorption spectroscopy (Figure 11). Positions of [PDI(CN)2)]•–
peaks are also confirmed by literature data.11 We could not observe the absorption band of Fc+
because it has an almost insignificant extinction coefficient (ε = 450 M–1cm–1 at 617 nm).29
From the rise of [PDI(CN)2)]•– at 695 nm, the rate of electron transfer from the ferrocene to the
excited-singlet state of PDI(CN)2 is estimated to be extremely fast and efficient. The decay-rate
of [PDI(CN)2]•– at 695 nm was fitted with clean first-order plot where the rate of chargerecombination process (kCR) was found to be 4.1 x 1010 s–1. Based on the kCR, the lifetime of
the charge-separated state (τCS) is calculated as 25 ps in PhCN.
When turning to Fc2-PDI(CN)2 triad, the femtosecond transient absorption spectra reveal
similar spectral features to those of Fc-PDI(CN)2 dyad after an excitation given at 460 nm
(Figure 10). The lifetime of the charge-separated state of 1 is found to be 59 ps, which is two
times longer as that of Fc-PDI(CN)2 dyad in PhCN. Elongated τCS value of Fc2-PDI(CN)2 triad
may be reasoned from the hole stabilization between the two ferrocenes, with the assistance of
polar solvent molecules. The rigid phenyl linkers shortening the distance between two
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ferrocene may improve such a stabilization effect. Also, computational studies of 1, where the
distributions of HOMO and HOMO–1 realize on disparate ferrocenes reinforce this conception
(vide supra).
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Figure 10. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of the triad 1 and dyad 2 in deaerated
PhCN (λexc = 460 nm). Insets: Time profiles at 695 nm.
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Peaks at indicated wavelengths are assigned to radical anions of studied compounds.
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In the complementary nanosecond laser measurements, the transient spectra show no signal
for the formation of triplet states of 1 and 2, which can be explained by the efficient electron
transfer via the singlet-excited state of PDI(CN)2. This is in a good agreement with the lower
energy of the singlet radical ion pair compared with that of the triplet PDI(CN)2.
The femtosecond transient spectra of the PDI(Py)2 reference exhibited broad absorption
band in the NIR region (800-1000 nm) in PhCN that is assigned to the formation of the singlet
excited state of PDI(Py)2 (Figure 12).18b Small positive absorption arises between 460 nm and
590 nm, while a bleaching centered around 700 nm appears due to ground-state absorption and
stimulated emission.18a The lifetime of singlet PDI(Py)2 determined from the decay at 940 nm
is 2.6 ns in PhCN and 4.2 ns in toluene.18b Excitation of Fc-PDI(Py)2 in PhCN with 460 nm
laser pulses showed almost identical spectral features of PDI(Py)2 reference, except for the
shorter lifetime of singlet state at 940 nm which is 525 ps (Figure 7). The lifetime of the
bleaching around 730 nm is reduced to 400 ps. In spite of the fact that we could not detect the
formation the radical anion of PDI(Py)2 directly, taking into account that the radical anion of
PDI(Py)2 is hidden under the huge absorption of the singlet excited state of PDI(Py)2 in the
NIR region (Figure 11), it is most likely that the quenching of the singlet state of 3 is due to the
electron transfer from the attached ferrocene to the PDI(Py)2 core. It should be noted herein
that intersystem crossing from singlet state to triplet state is hardly preferred by PDIs30 and
there is no energy transfer process from PDI(Py)2 to ferrocene due to energetic
considerations.23
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Figure 12. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of PDI(Py)2 reference in PhCN (λexc =
460 nm). Inset: Time profiles at 740 nm and 940 nm.
In contrast with the nanosecond transient absorption data of triad 1 and dyad 2, the triplet
state of Fc-PDI(Py)2 is clearly seen during the nanosecond transient absorption measurements
23

by utilizing 430 nm laser excitation (Figure 14). The formation of the triplet PDI(Py)2 was not
efficient in the case of the reference PDI(Py)2.30 Hence, it can be concluded that the population
of Fc-3[PDI(Py)2]* occurs via the charge-recombination31 of the Fc+-[PDI(Py)2]•– by taking
into account that the energy level of the triplet Fc-3PDI(Py)2* (1.20 eV) is lower than that of
Fc+-[PDI(Py)2]•– (1.35 eV). The decay-rate constant of Fc-3[PDI(Py)2]* to the ground state was
found to be 2.9 x 104 s–1.
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Figure 13. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of 3 in deaerated PhCN (λexc = 460 nm).
Insets: Time profiles at 740 nm and 940 nm.
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The intramolecular photoinduced processes of Fc-PDI(CN)2 and Fc2-PDI(CN)2 are compiled
in the energy level diagram (Figure 15). Excitation of the PDI chromophores at 460 nm leads
to very fast formation of the charge-separated states with high efficiency as confirmed by
femtosecond transient absorption measurements. The charge-separated state decays to the
ground state with lifetimes of 25 ps for 2 and 59 ps for 1 without utilizing triplet state
manifold. Photoinduced electron-transfer process in Fc-PDI(Py)2 is a rational pathway in order
to explain the quenching of singlet excited state and the population of triplet state. It most
probably follows intersystem crossing to generate triplet state, which is observed by
nanosecond laser measurements, after the charge separation. It is also possible that the chargeseparated state undergoes to ground state as in the cases of 1 and 2. The quantum yields of
charge-separation processes (ΦCS) for dyad 3 (0.79) is found to be smaller than that of triad 1
and dyad 2 (~1.0).32,33
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Figure 15. Energy level diagrams showing intramolecular events of 1, 2, and 3 induced by
excitation of PDIs in PhCN.
Conclusion
Photophysical events taking place in Fc2-PDI(CN)2 and Fc-PDI(CN)2 as well as in Fc-PDI(Py)2
have been investigated by time-resolved and steady-state spectral, electrochemical, and
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computational studies. Efficient charge separation of dyad 1 and triad 2 takes place in a few
picoseconds after laser excitation. The charge-separated states formed by electron-transfer
reaction recombine to the ground state with lifetimes of 25 ps and 59 ps in polar media. The
finding that the lifetime of the charge-separated state of triad 1 is longer than that of dyad 2
suggests the effect of second ferrocene on stabilizing the charge-separated state. Electronaccepting features of PDI(Py)2 have also been investigated through an electron donor
(ferrocene) and quenching of singlet excited state of PDI(Py)2 is interpreted for charge
separation in PhCN. NIR characteristics and high solubility of PDI(Py)2 can prompt it to be a
promising component for further applications as an electron acceptor.
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Chapter 2
Electron Delocalization in One-Dimensional Perylenediimide
Nanobelts through Photoinduced Electron Transfer

Absract: Photoinduced electron transfer (PET) of a hybrid system comprising N,N'ditridecylperylenediimide (LPDI), which forms nanobelt structure (LPDI)n, and soluble zinc
(tetra-tert-butyl)phthalocyanine (ZnTBPc) has been investigated in polar benzonitrile. PET of a
mixture system comprising N,N'-diheptadecan-9-ylperylenediimide (BPDI) dissolved
thoroughly in benzonitrile and ZnTBPc has also been examined for comparison. LPDI nanobelt
structures have been identified by using steady-state absorption and emission spectroscopies as
well as dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique in the suspension and detected by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at the solid state. The electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectrum of radical anion of LPDI nanobelts [(LPDI)n•–] was quite different
from that of BPDI (BPDI•–) due to enhanced electron delocalization within the onedimensional LPDI aggregates. Polar benzonitrile enables intermolecular light-induced electron
transfer from low-lying triplet state of ZnTBPc to LPDI nanobelt due to its stabilization effect
on the electron-transfer species, as indicated by the free energy calculations. Nanosecond
transient absorption spectra displayed remarkable broadening of the radical anion peak of
LPDI nanobelt in the near-infrared (NIR) region upon excitation, proving the delocalization of
the transferred electron within the nanostructure. While both hybrid and mixture systems have
nearly the same rate constants (ket) of PET from PDIs to ZnTBPc, the rate of back electron
transfer (kbet) of (LPDI)n•–/ZnTBPc•+ is slower than that of BPDI•–/ZnTBPc•+, which can result
from the effect of electron delocalization within the nanobelt structure.
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Introduction
Well-ordered assemblies via weak interactions at nanoscale are indispensable components
of advanced materials for photonics and electronics in which the electron transfer and/or
transport is of critical importance.1 Perylenediimide (PDI) and its derivatives are common
building blocks of many self-assembly models designed for various applications due to their
large planar π-systems as well as their high photoemission and electron deficiency.2 Large πplane of PDIs is responsible for their intrinsic insolubility, however this aromatic core
facilitates intermolecular π-π interactions. Substitution from nitrogen atoms of PDI brings
about remarkable solubility variations and shapes the aggregation pattern3 although they have
negligible effect on spectroscopic and electrochemical properties of PDIs due to the lack of
electronic communication with the aromatic core.4 Linear side-chains generally introduce onedimensional (1D) morphologies in aggregation, whereas branched substituents lead to zerodimensional (0D) aggregates at nanoscale or enhanced solubility due to steric hinderance in
many solvents.3,5 1D-semiconducting nanostructures formed by π-π stacking of PDIs
(nanobelts) promise a potential for high charge carrier mobility along the long-axis through πelectron delocalization,6 which is an essential parameter to increase the performance of
optoelectronic devices. Despite the fact that many photoinduced applications of PDI nanobelts
are present, a fundamental study on π-electron delocalization within the nanobelt via photoinitiated electron-transfer process is still in demand for understanding its insight mechanism.
In this study, we scrutinized the photoinduced electron-transfer (PET) mechanism of a
hybrid system consisting of suspended electron-accepting PDI nanobelt structures and a
soluble electron-donor molecule, for the first time. For this purpose, the polar environment has
been selected which provides a pivotal assistance to the stabilization of electron-transfer
species by way of lowering the energy level of the charge-separated state so that even lowenergy-level triplet-excited states can supply an exothermic driving force for PET reactions.7 In
order to appreciate the contribution of 1D self-assembly to the charge stabilization by
delocalization, we examined and compared the intermolecular PET processes existing between
(i) zinc (tetra-tert-butyl)phthalocyanine (ZnTBPc) and N,N'-ditridecylperylenediimide (LPDI),
having linear alkyl chains and forming 1D nanobelt structure in polar benzonitrile (PhCN) and
(ii) ZnTBPc and N,N'-diheptadecan-9-ylperylenediimide (BPDI), possessing branched alkyl
chains, which are dissolved thoroughly in PhCN at room temperature (Figure 1). In these
systems, LPDI nanobelts and BPDI act as electron acceptors and ZnTBPc is used as a
photosensitizer as well as an electron-donor component in both cases.8 In most cases, where
PDIs are covalently linked to the phthalocyanines, intramolecular PET takes place via the
singlet-excited states to yield charge separation decayed to low-lying 3PDI* or 3ZnTBPc*
states and the lifetimes of charge-separated state were found to be in the range of picoseconds
and nanoseconds.9 However, intermolecular photoinduced events of PDIs and phthalocyanines
has been examined in only one study in the literature, in which electron transfer has achieved
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via triplet-excited state of phthalocyanine moieties in PhCN.10 In this study, the bimolecular
electron-transfer processes of LPDI/ZnTBPc and BPDI/ZnTBPc systems were studied by
employing the nanosecond laser photolysis with the visible/near-IR detectors.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of investigated compounds.
Experimental Section
Materials. Zinc(tetra-tert-butyl)phthalocyanine (ZnTBPc)11 and N,N'-diheptadecan-9ylperylenediimide (BPDI)12 were synthesized according to a reported procedure. N,N´ditridecylperylenediimide (LPDI) was purchased from commercial sources and used as
received. Fabrication of LPDI nanobelts was achieved through solution-based self-assembling.3
The 1D growth of the molecular assembly was processed by slow crystallization at the
interface between chloroform in which PDI is dissolved appreciably and acetonitrile or
methanol, in which PDI has very limited solubility. Polarity difference in the solvents provides
separate phases for an extended period. Larger amount of polar solvent, i.e., acetonitrile or
methanol, is transferred atop a concentrated chloroform solution. Red crystals formed at the
interface within minutes, followed by slow diffusion into upper phase of polar solvent. The
nanobelts, transferred by pipetting, were cast onto a glass surface to dry.
Instruments. Steady-state absorption measurements were recorded on a Shimadzu UV3100PC spectrometer or a Hewlett Packard 8453 diode array spectrophotometer. Fluorescence
measurements were carried out on a Shimadzu spectrofluorophotometer (RF-5300PC).
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out using a Zetasizer Nano S
(Malvern Instruments ltd., USA). The DLS instrument used in this work has a range between
0.6 nm and 6000 nm, and thereby any structures over this limit cannot be detected. Electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were taken on a JEOL X-band spectrometer (JESRE1XE) at room temperature and 77 K. EPR spectra of radical anions of BPDI and LPDI
nanobelt in benzonitrile were measured right after the addition of hydrazine under inert
atmosphere. The g value was calibrated by using an Mn2+ marker. Transmission electron
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microscopy (TEM) images were collected on a HITACHI Model H-800 transmission emission
microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. TEM samples were prepared by
depositing a drop of dispersion on carbon-coated copper grids (250 mesh). X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were recorded by a Rigaku Ultima IV. Incident X-ray radiation was produced
by Cu X-ray tube, operating at 40 kV and 40 mA with Cu Kα radiation of 1.54 Å. A scanning
rate was 4°/min from 10 to 70° in 2θ. Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed on a COMPAQ DS20E computer. Geometry optimizations were carried out using
the Becke3LYP functional and 3-61G basis set,13 with the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF)
formalism as implemented in the Gaussian 03 program Rev. C.02. Graphical outputs of the
computational results were generated with the Gauss View software program (ver. 3.09)
developed by Semichem, Inc. Electrochemical measurements were performed on an ALS630B
electrochemical analyzer in deaerated PhCN containing 0.10 M TBAPF6 as a supporting
electrolyte at 298 K. A conventional three-electrode cell was used with a platinum working
electrode (surface area of 0.3 mm2) and a platinum wire as the counter electrode. The Pt
working electrode was routinely polished with BAS polishing alumina suspension and rinsed
with acetone before use. The measured potentials were recorded with respect to an Ag/AgNO3
(0.01 M) reference electrode. All potentials (vs Ag/Ag+) were converted to values versus
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) by adding 0.29 V. All electrochemical measurements were
carried out under an atmospheric pressure of argon. For nanosecond transient absorption
measurements, deaerated solutions of the compounds were excited by a Panther OPO equipped
with a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, SLII-10, 4-6 ns fwhm) with a power of 10-15 mJ per pulse.
The PET reactions were monitored by continuous exposure to a Xe lamp (150 W) as a probe
light and a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu 2949) as a detector. Solutions were deoxygenated
by argon purging for 15 min prior to measurements.
Results and Discussion
Spectral Characterization of LPDI Nanobelts in Solution. As shown in Figure 2,
LPDI molecules undergo suspension as a result of low solubility at room temperature in PhCN,
while BPDI, thoroughly dissolved in PhCN, conserves its pronounced peaks with the
maximum at 530 nm corresponding to the 0–0 transition. Aggregation of LPDI molecules can
be recognized from enhanced 0–1, 0–2, and 0–3 transitions compared to 0–0 transition.
Aggregation also affords a bathochromic shift from 530 nm to 537 nm. In addition, the
absorption spectrum of LPDI suspension displays the formation of new band at around 590
nm, resulted from the co-facial stacking via π-π interactions of PDI planes.4a,14 Such stacking
of PDI planes generally leads to relatively long 1D organizations with the help of long linear
alkyl chains attached to the nitrogen atoms of PDI.3,5 On the contrary, BPDI molecules do not
show such aggregation behavior in PhCN due to the steric hindrance of branched alkyl
chains.3,5 Absorption spectra of LPDI and BPDI in chloroform exhibit the same characteristics
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with the maximum at 526 nm, showing no evidence for aggregation. LPDI molecules also
yield aggregation in acetonitrile (ACN) with remarkable red shift to 544 nm and appearance of
a new absorption band at around 585 nm (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. (i) Steady-state absorption spectra of 0.01 mM BPDI and 0.19 mM LPDI in PhCN
at room temperature. (ii) Steady-state absorption and (iii) emission spectra of LPDI in PhCN at
indicated temperatures (λexc = 490 nm).
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Figure 3. Size distribution diagram of LPDI nanobelts (2.5 mM) in PhCN at indicated
temperatures.
LPDI molecules tend to dissolve in PhCN at high temperatures as indicated by the
absorption and emission spectra. The 0–0 transition at 530 nm is restored and compared to this
recovery, electronic transitions at shorter wavelengths start to decrease gradually along with
disappearance of the long-wavelength band at 590 nm by heating the suspension up to 85˚C
(Figure 2). The full conversion of LPDI aggregates into free molecules as a result of
decomposition of the molecular organization at nanoscale can be recognized through a clear
isobestic point at 550 nm. As expected, the quenched fluorescence of LPDI molecules in
aggregate due to symmetry-forbidden transition involving the lower-energy π-stacking state5 is
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recovered at high temperatures because of enhanced solubility (Figure 2). Hence, the
aggregation yield3 of LPDI molecules in PhCN is estimated to be 96% at room temperature by
comparison of the emission intensities at room temperature and at 85˚C, where LPDI
molecules are assumed to dissolve completely and to have a quantum yield of the fluorescence
close to unity.15
The size distribution of LPDI aggregates in PhCN is examined by dynamic light scattering
(DLS) measurements. The DLS diagram of LPDI aggregates reveals a size distribution ranging
from 2300 nm to 4800 nm, with a mean size of 3312 nm (Figure 3). Dimensions at micrometer
scale are most likely to result from long length size of 1D nanobelts as observed in solid state.
The decomposition of LPDI aggregates can also be followed by DLS measurements at high
temperatures.

Figure 4. TEM images of LPDI nanobelts at different scales, fabricated by the phase-transfer
crystallization.
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Characterization of LPDI Nanobelts in Solid State. The aggregation behavior of LPDIs
in the solid state was investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The π-stacked
LPDI molecules are prompted to form 1D nanobelt morphology as shown in TEM images
(Figure 4). LPDI nanobelts were fabricated by the phase-transfer self-assembly3 between
excess acetonitrile or methanol and a concentrated chloroform solution. As shown in the TEM
images, the average width is a few hundreds of nanometers and the length is in the range of a
few tens of micrometers. This gives an average aspect ratio (length/width) much more than
100.
X-ray diffraction measurements of powder LPDI nanobelts display the long axis of a unit
cell to be 26.1 Å which is about 28% shorter than the full length of an LPDI molecule, which
is calculated as 36.2 Å by using density functional calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G level
(Figure 5). From the average width of nanobelts, it can be estimated that ca. 100 LPDI
molecules with side-chain interdigitation fit in a nanobelt laterally. PDIs substituted by linear
chains like LPDI, as in many examples,2,3,5 produce 1D molecular organizations when phase
transfer techniques are applied, in contrast to the ones having branched appendages similar to
BPDI.3,5 Hence, the electron transferred from a donor moiety is allowed to move along the onedimensionally stacked LPDI molecules via the overlapping π-orbitals.
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Figure 5. (i) X-ray diffraction pattern of LPDI nanobelts. The sample was deposited on glass
cover slips suited for the X-ray measurements and (ii) Optimized molecular structure of LPDI
by DFT (B3LYP/6-31G).
Spectral Characterization of Radical Anions of LPDI Nanobelts in Solution.
Characterization of radical anions of LPDI aggregate [(LPDI)n•–] and BPDI (BPDI•–) in PhCN
was made by using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). BPDI•– and (LPDI)n•– are
generated chemically by electron-donating hydrazine6d in PhCN.16 The hyperfine coupling
structure of BPDI•–, showing a non-aggregated molecule behavior (g = 2.0042), is quite
matching with the literature data (Figure 6).6d,9d,17 In the frozen solvent, EPR spectrum of BPDI
with similar g value shows no hyperfine splitting. Spin distribution of unpaired electron of
(LPDI)n•–, on the other hand, apparently has a different EPR spectrum as shown in Figure 6.
Firstly, the hyperfine splitting disappeared because the unpaired electron is averaging many
hyperfine environments by a fast hoping mechanism throughout the large LPDI aggregate on
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the microsecond time scale of the EPR experiment.6d,17 Secondly, the EPR spectrum of
(LPDI)n•– shows asymmetric trait around the line center due to anisotropic g-tensor, which is xy rotationally symmetric (g// = 2.0038). Anisotropy of the spectrum, which depends on the
sample orientation in the magnetic field, implies that LPDI aggregates possess a onedimensional organization at room temperature rather than a zero-dimensional aggregation
because they have a very large radius of gyration compared to spherical species of the same
molecular weight.17 In the frozen PhCN, the EPR spectrum of (LPDI)n•– displays the same
powder pattern with the disappearance of hyperfine splitting and anisotropy due to the g-tensor
(g// ~ 2.0037). Thus, we can conclude that the electron chemically transferred from hydrazine
delocalizes within the electron-accepting LPDI aggregate, which is ordered one-dimensionally
by cofacial π-π stacking.
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Figure 6. EPR spectra of (i) the radical anion of 0.02 mM BPDI at room temperature and (ii)
at 77 K and (iii) the radical anion of ca. 2.8 mM LPDI nanobelts at room temperature and (iv)
at 77 K in the presence of hydrazine (260 mM) in deaerated PhCN.
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Figure 7. EPR spectra of radical anions of (i) 0.01 mM BPDI in PhCN and (ii) 1.0 mM LPDI
nanobelts in ACN in the presence of hydrazine (160 mM) at room temperature. Asterisks
denote Mn2+ markers.
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The EPR spectrum of LPDI radical anion in ACN is consistent with that of LPDI in PhCN,
also resulting in electron delocalization along the nanobelt structure (Figure 7).
Intermolecular Photoinduced Electron-Transfer Dynamics. PET of the LDI
nanobelts with ZnTBPc has been scrutinized in comparison with the mixture system
comprising ZnTBPc and BPDI. Both systems in PhCN energetically possess the necessary
conditions for intermolecular PET from electron-donating ZnTBPc to electron-accepting LPDI
nanobelts and BPDI molecules. As in similar intermolecular PET processes,18 the lifetime of
the triplet-excited state of ZnTBPc is long enough to allow the PET reactions.18a,b PDIs are not
convenient photosensitizers for these systems because the intersystem crossing pathway is
extremely inefficient.19 Besides, the aggregation of LPDI molecules in PhCN already leads to
fluorescence quenching, deactivating an efficient photosensitization.
The driving force for electron transfer (∆GetT) is determined according to the following
equation:7,20
∆GetT (kcal mol-1) = 23.06 (Eox – Ered) – ET – Ec

(1)

where Eox is the first one-electron oxidation potential of the electron donor, Ered is the first oneelectron reduction potential of the electron acceptor, ET is the triplet state energy of ZnTBPc
(27.2 kcal mol-1),21 and Ec is the Coulomb energy term (1.40 kcal mol-1 in polar PhCN22). The
Eox and Ered values of ZnTBPc and BPDI in PhCN are determined to be 0.58 and –0.53 V,
respectively, by using a differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) technique (Figure 8). BPDI is
used for these measurements because of low solubility of LPDI in PhCN. The side-chain
substituents have almost no effect on electrochemical properties of PDIs (vide supra).
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Figure 8. Diffrential Pulse Voltammograms of ZnTBPc (left) and PDI (right) in deaerated
PhCN containing 0.1 M TBAPF6 (sweep rate: 0.1 mV/s).
Based on these values, the free energy change of electron transfer (∆GetT) via the triplet
excited state of ZnTBPc was determined to be –3.0 kcal mol-1 in PhCN.20,22,23 The negative
∆GetT value via the triplet excited state of ZnTBPc suggests that the quenching rate should be
close to the diffusion-controlled limit (kdiff).24,25 Polar PhCN, stabilizing the radical ion pair of
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the radical cation (ZnTBPc•+) and the radical anion (LPDI•–), has an important role to obtain
such an exothermic driving force.7 In addition, the BDPI/ZnTBPc mixture system has the same
thermodynamic properties, because BPDI and LPDI have the same first one-electron reduction
potentials. Estimated intermolecular PET processes are compiled in the qualitative energy level
diagram (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Energy level diagram (in eV) for intermolecular ET process of LPDI/ZnTBPc
system via triplet state of ZnTBPc.
Nanosecond transient spectral measurements were performed to identify the products of the
photoinduced electron transfer and the kinetics of the electron-transfer and back electrontransfer reactions. The transient absorption spectra of ZnTBPc and LPDI nanobelt in PhCN at
selected time delays were obtained by an excitation given at 355 nm. Upon excitation, the
maximum at 490 nm and the bleaching signal centered around 680 nm are assigned to the
triplet-excited state of ZnTBPc in PhCN (Figure 10). In the presence of the LPDI aggregates,
formation of the new peaks in the near-infrared (NIR) region following the quenching of
3
ZnTBPc* was observed as shown in Figure 11. The peaks with the maxima at 720, 800 and
980 nm can be assigned to the radical anion of LPDI nanobelts by comparing with the steadystate absorption spectra of PDI radical anion obtained by the chemical reduction of PDI (Figure
12).26,27 The relatively sharp peak at 960 nm due to PDI radical anion in Figure 12 is red
shifted to 980 nm with a remarkable broadening up to 1070 nm for the radical anion of LPDI
nanobelts in Figure 11. Such a broadening of the absorption band can result from an electron
migration as reported for a similar oligomer system of PDI in solution.28 In addition, 1D
aggregates of PDI containing reduced dopant molecules17 are reported to show the absorption
in the NIR region similar to transient spectra in Figure 11. This also indicates an electron
delocalization in the LPDI nanobelts following PET from ZnTBPc. The intense transient
absorption peak at 840 nm in Figure 11 is attributed to radical cation of ZnTBPc as recognized
from the steady-state absorption spectra of ZnTBPc radical cation (Figure 12).18a,b,29,30
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Normally, BPDI has a molar extinction coefficient (ε) of 13500 M–1 cm–1 at 840 nm (Figure
12), which is about twice larger than that of ZnTBPc•+ at the same wavelength in PhCN.31
Because we can clearly observe the formation of ZnTBPc•+ at 840 nm without any shielding, it
can be concluded that the ε value of (LPDI)n•– is lower than that of the non-aggregated PDI
molecule. Thus, the concentration of ZnTBPc•+ can be determined from the absorbance at 840
nm with the known ε value to analyze the kinetics of the back electron-transfer reactions (vide
infra). It should be noted that there is no transient signal due to the formation of triplet-excited
state of LPDI19 via a triplet-triplet energy transfer from 3ZnTBPc* although their energy levels
are very close (Figure 9).
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Figure 10. Nanosecond transient absorption spectra of ZnTBPc in deaerated PhCN at
indicated time delays (λexc = 355 nm).
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The rate of electron transfer obeys pseudo-first-order kinetics. The pseudo-first-order rate
constant increases linearly with increasing concentration of LPDI. From the slope of the linear
plot in Figure 11 (right), the rate constant of electron transfer (ket) from 3ZnTBPc* to LPDI is
determined to be 1.7 × 109 M–1 s–1.
As for the back electron transfer (BET) from (LPDI)n•– to ZnTBPc•+, the rate constant of
BET (kbet) follows second-order kinetics. As shown in Figure 13, the decay profile of
absorbance at 840 nm due to ZnTBPc•+ is converted to a linear second-order plot. The kbet
value is determined from the slope in Figure 13 (inset), where the concentration of ZnTBPc•+ is
estimated through the transient absorbance and the molar absorptivity (ε) of ZnTBPc•+ at 840
nm.31 The slope affords the kbet value of 6.9 × 108 M–1 s–1. Second-order kinetics also confirms
that ZnTBPc and LPDI nanobelts has no non-covalent interactions, as was concluded from the
steady-state absorption spectrum of the hybrid system.
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Figure 13. Decay time profiles of absorbance at 840 nm due to ZnTBPc•+ (left) and at 720 nm
due to BPDI•– (right) in deaerated PhCN (λexc = 355 nm). Insets: Second-order plots.
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The photodynamics of a mixture system comprising ZnTBPc and BPDI was also
investigated by utilizing the nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy techniques for
comparison. Following excitation at 355 nm, nanosecond differential spectra in Figure 14
display the same spectral features of that obtained chemically (Figure 12), which can be
interpreted for PET from 3ZnTBPc* to BPDI in PhCN bereft of π-electron delocalization.
Electron transfer rate from 3ZnTBPc* to BPDI also obeys pseudo-first-order kinetics, which
was monitored by absorbance change at 720 nm as displayed in Figure 14. The pseudo-firstorder rate constant of formation of BPDI•– increases linearly with the increasing concentration
of ZnTBPc. From the slope of linear plot in Figure 14 (right), the ket value is calculated as 2.2
× 109 M–1 s–1, which is very close to that of the ZnTBPc/LPDI nanobelt mixture system.
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In the BPDI-ZnTBPc mixture system, transient trait of ZnTBPc•+ at 840 nm overlaps with
the shoulder of transient absorption of BPDI•– at 800 nm due to its low ε compared to that of
BPDI•–. Therefore, the back electron-transfer kinetics can be assessed according to the
absorbance of BPDI•– at 720 nm.32 The BET process from BPDI•– to ZnTBPc•+ trails secondorder kinetics (Figure 13). The kbet value is determined from the slope of the linear plot in the
inset of Figure 13 to be 4.8 × 109 M–1 s–1, which is significantly larger than that of the ZnTBPcLPDI nanobelt system (6.9 × 108 M–1s–1). The smaller kbet value of ZnTBPc-LPDI nanobelt
system can be reasoned from the electron delocalization within the π-system of the LPDI
nanobelt. Even though diffusion behaviors of suspended LPDI aggregates and dissolved BPDI
molecules may be different in the solvent, close ket values of both systems show that the effect
of this difference on kbet values may be neglected. Very fast delocalization inside the nanobelts
may be compensating for a bigger difference between the kbet values. In any case, distinctive
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transient absorption spectral characteristics of the radical anion of LPDI monitored in the NIR
region declare the presence of delocalized electron on nanobelt after photoinduced electron
transfer occurs.
Conclusion
The LPDI nanobelt structure and its radical anion have been characterized spectroscopically.
Photodynamics of electron-transfer events taking place between (i) LPDI nanobelt and
ZnTBPc and (ii) BPDI and ZnTBPc have been investigated by time-resolved transient
absorption studies. Because of stabilization effect of polar benzonitrile, the low-energy
3
ZnTBPc* was used as driving force for photoinduced electron transfer. An explicit broadening
of the radical anion peak of LPDI nanobelt at 980 nm has been monitored by nanosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy, confirming the delocalization of the transferred electron
inside the LPDI nanobelt. The significantly slower rate of back electron transfer from (LPDI)n•–
to ZnTBPc•+ than that from BPDI•– to ZnTBPc•+ may also indicate the effect of electron
delocalization within the nanostructure.
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(Figure 12).
The ε value for BPDI•– at 720 nm was determined to be 76000 M–1 cm–1 in PhCN
(Figure 12).
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Chapter 3
Excitation Energy Transfer form Non-Aggregated Molecules to
Perylenediimide Nanoribbons via Ionic Interactions in Water

Energy Transfer

hvexc

PDI in 1D organization
Energy donors
Cationic surfactant

in aqueous media
hvems

Abstract: Two energy donor-acceptor self-assembly systems have been constructed by using
π-π, lipophilic, and ionic interactions in water. π-Stacked N,N'-ditridecylperylenediimide (PDI),
which forms nanoribbons, has been dispersed in water in the presence of
myristyltrimethylammonium bromide (MTAB) through lipophilic interactions of tridecyl
groups of PDIs with long tails of MTAB molecules. Cationic heads of MTAB molecules,
anchored on the bulk of side-chains of nanoribbons, attract water-soluble zinc tetra(4sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin tetrapotassium salt (ZnTPPSK4) and lucifer yellow CH dipotassium
salt (LY). By this design, efficient photosensitization of non-aggregated energy donors,
ZnTPPSK4 and LY, has been achieved while retaining the one-dimensional order at nanoscale,
resulting in the efficient excitation energy transfer to PDI nanoribbons in each system.
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Introduction
One-dimensional self-assemblies formed by π-π interactions, as organic materials, can
provide morphology control at nanoscale and permit the charge or exciton delocalization along
the long axis, which are important to improve the device efficiency.1-5 Such self-assembled
systems, involving both energy/electron donor and acceptor, should be efficiently sensitized by
light in order to realize notable photoinduced applications. Besides the photoinduced electrontransfer (PET) process involved in these applications,6-8 the excitation energy transfer in one
dimension has been investigated extensively,9-11 including its linear optical properties.12-14 Selforganizations of aromatic structures via π-orbital overlap, however, usually afford lower
emission quantum yields compared to those of their monomers.12,15 Therefore, efficient
photosensitization of donor or acceptor, which ultimately leads to an electron- or energytransfer process, is severely obstructed by the π-stacks of donor-acceptor systems. Due to this
obstruction, light-induced applications of one-dimensional structures are mostly limited to
inorganic nanowires and carbon nanotubes,16-20 except for only a few examples.21-23 Moreover,
π-stacked assemblies with increased photosensitization efficiency can also be alternatives to
carbon nanotubes, in which charge delocalization mostly suffers because of the covalent
attachment of donor or acceptor groups.24-27
In this study, we introduce a new design for π-stacked self-assemblies, which enables the
efficient photosensitization of non-aggregated molecules while preserving the one-dimensional
order at nanoscale. This design is realized in two energy donor-acceptor self-assembly systems,
which are entirely constructed by using non-covalent interactions. The molecular components
of these systems are N,N’-ditridecylperylenediimide (PDI), myristyltrimethylammonium
bromide (MTAB), zinc tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin tetrapotassium salt (ZnTPPSK4),
and lucifer yellow CH dipotassium salt (LY), as their molecular structures are shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of the components used in this study.
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In these systems, PDIs with linear alkyl chains, stacking cofacially and allowing the exciton
migration,28-30 form the main body of the nanostructure (nanoribbon) as in many examples.1,3034
The bulk of linear side-chains of PDI stacks provide a base for the long hydrophobic tail of
cationic surfactant, MTAB, to be attached along the long axes of the nanoribbons through
lipophilic interactions34 in water. Hydrophilic heads distinctly increase the dispersion of the
extremely hydrophobic nanoribbons and these positively charged nanostructures eventually
host the photosensitizer energy donors, ZnTPPSK4 and LY, bearing water-soluble, negatively
charged sulphonic groups. Formation of the supramolecular systems by weak interactions is
illustrated in Figure 2. By this way, excitation energy transfer from efficiently photosensitized
donor groups to cofacially stacked PDIs has been achieved for the first time.
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Figure 2. Representative illustration of the construction of self-assembly donor-acceptor
systems and photophysical processes taking place in water with a legend showing the names of
the components.
Experimental Section
Materials. N,N’-ditridecylperylenediimide (PDI), lucifer yellow CH dipotassium salt (LY),
and myristyltrimethylammonium bromide (MTAB) were purchased from commercial sources
and used as received. Fabrication of PDI nanoribbons was achieved through solution-based
self-assembling.1,16 The one-dimensional growth of the molecular assembly was processed by
slow crystallization at the interface between chloroform in which PDI is dissolved appreciably
and acetonitrile (ACN), in which PDI has very limited solubility. Polarity difference in the
solvents provides separate phases for an extended period. Larger amount of polar solvent, i.e.,
ACN, is transferred atop a concentrated chloroform solution. Red crystals formed at the
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interface within minutes, followed by slow diffusion into upper phase of polar solvent. The
crystals, transferred by pipetting, were cast into a glass bottle to dry. PDI nanoribbons were,
then, obtained from the dispersion of dried aggregates in water containing MTAB by using
sonification for only a few seconds. Zinc tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin tetra potassium
salt (ZnTPPSK4) was prepared according to the literature.35 Purification of water (18.2 MΩ
cm) was performed with a Milli-Q system (Millipore; Direct-Q 3 UV).
Instruments. Steady-state absorption measurements were recorded on a Hewlett Packard
8453 diode array spectrophotometer. Fluorescence measurements were carried out on a
Shimadzu spectrofluorophotometer (RF-5300PC). Measurements of emission quantum yields
were carried out on a Hamamatsu C9920-0X(PMA-12) U6039-05 fluorescence
spectrofluorometer with an integrating sphere adapted to a right angle configuration at room
temperature. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were collected on a Hitachi
model H-800 transmission emission microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 200
kV. TEM samples were prepared by depositing a drop of dispersion on carbon-coated copper
grids (250 mesh). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of nanoribbons were taken on
a JEOL FE-SEM JSM-6701F instrument operating at 5kV. Femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy experiments were conducted using an ultrafast source: Integra-C (Quantronix
Corp.), an optical parametric amplifier: TOPAS (Light Conversion Ltd.) and a commercially
available optical detection system: Helios provided by Ultrafast Systems LLC. The source for
the pump and probe pulses were derived from the fundamental output of Integra-C (780 nm, 2
mJ/pulse and fwhm = 130 fs) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. 75% of the fundamental output of
the laser was introduced into TOPAS which has optical frequency mixers resulting in tuneable
range from 285 nm to 1660 nm, while the rest of the output was used for white light
generation. Typically, 2500 excitation pulses were averaged for 5 seconds to obtain the
transient spectrum at a set delay time. Kinetic traces at appropriate wavelengths were
assembled from the time-resolved spectral data. All measurements were conducted at 298 K.
The transient spectra were recorded using fresh solutions in each laser excitation. Solutions
were deoxygenated by nitrogen purging for 15 min prior to the measurements.
Results and Discussion
Characterization of PDI Nanoribbons Dispersed in Water containing MTAB.
Nanoribbons show identical absorption bands, indicating the same aggregation behaviour in
ACN and water containing MTAB (Figure 3).36 Dispersion of PDI nanoribbons in water has
been drastically improved by lipophilic interactions of MTAB molecules with long alkyl sidechains as indicated by increased absorbance compared to that in ACN, in which PDI
aggregates immediately precipitate to the bottom of the cell (Figure 3, Inset). PDI nanoribbons
have an emission band with a maximum at 632 nm when an excitation is given at 530 nm in
water containing 0.10 M MTAB (Figure 3). Interestingly, the absolute fluorescence quantum
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Figure 3. (i) Absorption of PDI nanoribbons in ACN and in water containing MTAB. (ii)
Emission and (iii) size distribution of PDI nanoribbons in water containing MTAB. The inset
photograph shows the dispersion difference of the same amount of PDI nanoribbons in water
containing MTAB (left) and in ACN (right).

Figure 4. TEM (upper panel) and SEM images (lower panel) of nanoribbons obtained from
the dispersion in water containing 0.12 M MTAB.
yield (Φf) of PDI nanoribbons is found to be 0.094 in water containing MTAB, whereas the Φf
value was only 0.015 in ACN, suggesting the impact of good dispersion.
The size distribution of PDI aggregates was examined by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
measurements. The DLS diagram of PDI aggregates reveals a size distribution between ca.
2000 and 6000 nm, giving a mean size of 3050 nm (Figure 3). Dimensions at micrometre scale
are most likely to result from the long lengths of the one-dimensional nanostructures as
observed earlier.36
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One-dimensional patterns were clearly seen by using the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Samples used for TEM were obtained from the dispersed aggregates in water
containing MTAB (Figure 4). SEM images give more information about the length of the
nanoribbons, which reasonably matches with mean size of nanoribbons obtained by DLS
measurements (Figure 4). The average width of nanoribbons appears to be a few hundreds of
nanometres, while the average length remains in the micrometre range. Previously, it was
calculated that 100 of PDI molecules fit laterally to 250 nm of width of PDI nanoribbons.36
The centre-to-centre distance between slightly tilted cofacial stacks of PDI planes has been
estimated to be 0.46 nm,32 which implies that ca. 6500 PDI molecules can be arranged in a
length of 3050 nm. Thus, one layer of PDI nanoribbon contains approximately 6.5 × 105 PDI
molecules in order.
Spectral Characterization of ZnTPPSK4/PDI Nanoribbons and LY/PDI
Nanoribbons Systems in Water containing MTAB. ZnTPPSK4 has a Soret band at 422
nm in water.37 The interaction of ZnTPPSK4 with MTAB has been identified by a red shift of
the Soret band to 426 nm. In the presence of PDI aggregates, the maximum shifts to 427 nm,
suggesting that ZnTPPSK4 has an interaction with MTAB molecules anchored to the linear
chains of nanoribbons (Figure 5). The ionic interaction between LY and the MTAB molecules
attached to the lipophilic side-surface of PDI nanoribbons causes a clear red shift of maximum
of LY from 430 nm to 439 nm (Figure 5). Normally, absorption band of LY has a maximum at
428 nm in pure water.38 It should be noted that in both cases, PDI aggregates have negligible
absorption in the region where ZnTPPSK4 and LY absorb light strongly, enabling selective
photoexcitation at 427 and 439 nm, respectively (Figure 6). MTAB molecules do not cause any
fluorescence quenching of donor molecules.39 Intense absorption bands of donor molecules
also indicates that they are not aggregated on the side-chains of the nanoribbons.
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Figure 5. Absorption spectra of 2.1 µM ZnTPPSK4 (left) and 70 µM LY (right) (i) in water,
(ii) in water containing 0.10 M MTAB, and (iii) in water containing 0.10 M MTAB in the
presence of PDI nanoribbons.
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Figure 6. Absorption spectrum of ZnTPPSK4 (left) and LY (right) in the presence of PDI
nanoribbons in water containing 0.10 M MTAB.
In order to determine the average numbers of energy donors electrostatically interacting with
the PDI nanoribbons, the solutions of ZnTPPSK4 and LY, treated with PDI aggregates in 0.10
M MTAB, were centrifuged for 15 min and the absorption spectra of supernatants have been
compared to those of untreated solutions of corresponding energy donors with the same
concentration (Figure 7). 6% and 15% of absorbance of ZnTPPSK4 and LY, respectively, have
been reduced after the centrifugation, showing the amount of energy donors absorbed by the
PDI aggregates in water containing MTAB. Assuming that PDIs form identical nanoribbon
layers having a width of 250 nm and a length of 3 µm, averaged according to TEM images and
DLS measurements, average numbers of ZnTPPSK4 and LY molecules hosted by one layer of
PDIs are estimated to be 140 and 2000, respectively.40 Higher average number of LY
molecules absorbed by nanoribbons might result from its smaller size rather than that of
ZnTPPSK4 and its relatively long tail, which probably enhances the fixation to the lipophilic
bulk.
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Figure 7. Absorption spectra of 7.5 µM ZnTPPSK4 (left) and and 60 µM LY (right) before (i)
and after (ii) the centrifugation to remove the PDI aggregates from their solution.
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Energy-Transfer Processes of ZnTPPSK4/PDI Nanoribbons and LY/PDI
Nanoribbons Systems in Water containing MTAB. The singlet excited state energy
transfer from ZnTPPSK4 and from LY to nanoribbons has been detected by fluorescence
spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 8, by the addition of PDI nanoribbons at indicated
concentrations, the fluorescence emission of ZnTPPSK4 with a maximum at 604 nm decreases
gradually, while another emission band appears at 638 nm, which is assigned to the emission
of PDI nanoribbons (Figure 3). On the other hand, the emission of LY at 526 nm is also
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Figure 8. Emission spectra obtained by the titration of ZnTPPSK4 (left) and LY (right) with
PDI aggregates in water containing 0.10 M MTAB (λexc = 427 and 439 nm, respectively).
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Figure 9. Emission spectra obtained by the titration of PDI aggregates with ZnTPPSK4 (left)
and LY (right) in water containing 0.10 M MTAB (λexc = 427 and 439 nm, respectively).
quenched by the addition of PDI resulting in the emission of PDI nanoribbons at 645 nm. Total
quenching of emission of donors was not attained probably due to the presence of unbound
donor molecules to the nanoribbons (Figure 9). In both cases, gradual red shift of emission of
PDI is evident while its concentration is increasing. However, once the fixed amount of PDI
aggregates are titrated with energy donors, no shift of fluorescence emission has observed
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(Figure 9). Thus, it can be concluded that the growing length size of hydrophobic nanoribbons
through the increased concentration causes this red shift. Because the concentration of PDI
aggregates in the latter titrations is higher, the emission maxima were at located at slightly
longer wavelength (653 nm) than those in the former case. The difference in the size
distribution at different concentrations may also be the reason for obtaining slightly separated
maxima in each case. In addition, the emission of unbound donor molecules is more noticeable
at these titrations.
Excitation energy-transfer phenomena in these systems have been confirmed by the
femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. The transient absorption traits of singlet
excited states of ZnTPPSK4 are similar to those of zinc porphyrin, which were examined
extensively in previous studies.41–46 The lifetime of the singlet excited state of ZnTPPSK4 (τS)
was determined to be 2.3 ns from the decay at 500 nm (Figure 10). In the transient absorption
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Figure 10. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of ZnTPPSK4 (left) and LY (right) in
water (λexc = 390 nm). Insets: Time profiles at 500 and 680 nm, respectively.
spectra of LY, obtained by femtosecond laser pulses, the negative absorption stands out with a
minimum at around 550 nm, which is the mirror image of the steady-state absorption of the
charge transfer band and the stimulated emission. In the near-IR region, relatively broad
positive absorption appears at 680 nm, which can be assigned to the absorption of the singlet
excited state of LY. The incomplete decay at 680 nm gives a τS value for LY as 3.3 ns in water
(Figure 10). By the addition of PDI nanoribbons, the transient features of the singlet excited
states of the energy donors have been replaced by excited states of the nanoribbons. As shown
in Figure 11, these new patterns are quite different than those of PDI monomer in chloroform,
suggesting a distinct excited states dynamics.47 In both self-assembly systems, the transient
spectra of PDI nanoribbons are virtually the same. Two sharp peaks are observed at 525 and
565 nm, as positive absorption, while the negative absorption appears at 500, 545, and around
600 nm, reaching the end of spectral window, which is the mirror image of the ground state
absorption with 5 nm of red shift (Figure 3). The deactivation of the singlet-excited states of
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the picosecond time regime (kEnT > 1012 s–1).
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Figure 11. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of ZnTPPSK4 (4.5 µM)/PDI
nanoribbons (1.2 mg/ml) (left) and LY (70 µM)/PDI nanoribbons (1.0 mg/ml) self-assembly
systems in water containing 0.10 M MTAB at indicated time delays (λexc = 390 nm). Insets:
Time profiles at 525 nm.
The decay kinetics of excited states of PDI nanoribbons is followed by the time profiles at
525 nm, which give the lifetimes of excited states of 1.6 and 1.5 ns for nanoribbons in
ZnTPPSK4/PDI nanoribbons and LY/PDI nanoribbons self-assembly systems (Figure 11),
respectively. Slightly different τS values may be ascribed to the size distribution of the
nanoribbons due to small concentration difference. The τS value of monomer PDI was
estimated to be 4.5 ns.3,47 In addition, there was no transient spectral trait assigned for the
photoinduced electron-transfer products (i.e., radical ion pair). The absence of PET can be
explained by the long distance between the energy donors located on the side-surface periphery
and the PDI aromatic cores buried in the nanoribbons longer than approximately 10 Å.48 While
the long distance between the donor and the acceptor established by the linear alkyl chains of
PDIs and the long tails of MTAB anchored on these chains seriously inhibits the PET
mechanism, it favors the resonance interactions yielding excitation energy transfer. Efficient
energy-transfer processes at long distances have been observed in previous examples.49–51
Although the water provides very polar environment, which boosts the PET processes, local
non-polar media formed by long saturated alkyl chains may have an effect on this inhibition.
Adjusting the distance between donor and acceptor components may result in a PET process
between ZnTPPSK4 and PDI nanoribbons, which seems thermodynamically feasible.
Conclusion
To sum up, excitation energy transfer from non-aggregated ZnTPPSK4 and LY to PDI
nanoribbons has been efficiently achieved by the ionic interactions in aqueous media. The
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design introduced in this study allows efficient photosensitization of single molecules attached
to π-stacked nanostructures by weak interactions.
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Chapter 4
Enhancement of Photodriven Charge Separation by Conformational
and Intermolecular Adaptations of an Anthracene-PerylenediimideAnthracene Triad to an Aqueous Environment
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Abstract: Photoinduced electron-transfer dynamics of an electron donor-acceptor-donor triad,
consisting of anthracenes and perylenediimide (An2PDI) were investigated in different media
by using time-resolved laser spectroscopic techniques. The aromatic components are attached
by flexible linkers containing hydrophilic quaternary ammonium joints in the triad. In MeOH,
in which An2PDI dissolves completely, no electron-transfer products were observed in the
transient absorption measurements after the excitation of anthracenes and PDI because of the
rapid back electron transfer. The charge-separation rate of the triad in MeOH was estimated as
1.2 × 1010 s–1 from the quenching of the singlet-excited state of PDI. In contrast, the formation
of electron-transfer products was evident in water and the electron-transfer rate was 200-times
faster than the rate in MeOH in the course of the excitations of the selected components of
An2PDI (2.5 × 1012 s–1). It is concluded from the time-resolved data that the conformational
disposition of the hydrophilic joints due to hydrophilic–lipophilic interactions and the facile πstacking of hydrophobic PDI cores in water result in the contraction and the relative rigidity of
the electron-transfer distance, and the intermolecular stabilization of electron-transfer species
within the polymeric self-assemblies of An2PDI, enabling an efficient photodriven electrontransfer process to occur.
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Introduction
Local environments established by supramolecular organizations of protein subunits around
the functional sites of photosystem II, such as light harvesting complexes, photosynthetic
reaction center, and oxygen evolving complex, precisely control biophysical events and
biochemical reactions (i.e., excitation energy transfer, charge separation, and water splitting)
via weak interactions among the cofactors, amino acid residues, and lipid molecules.1-5 Among
these biological phenomena, charge separation realized at a high efficiency close to 100%
quantum yield, a crucial way to convert solar energy into a chemical potential has been
extensively studied in various photosynthetic reaction center models.6-14 Although mimicking
the natural stepwise electron-transfer mechanism in every aspect does not seem realistic for the
current photovoltaic device fabrication due to synthetic and energetic considerations,15-17
applications of non-covalent supramolecular arrangements of the natural lattice in the texture
of the active layers of the organic photovoltaic cells can considerably improve the device
efficiency.
Indeed, intermolecular order of π-conjugated molecular systems at nanoscale is proposed to
control the morphology, which has a pivotal effect on the properties of electronic devices.18-20
In this context, self-assemblies of perylenediimide (PDI) dyes have been investigated for
various purposes.21,22 PDI, capable of electron transport via its columnar π-stacks at
nanoscale,23 has been long considered as an effective electron acceptor material for organic
photovoltaics.24 The efficiencies of organic solar cells of PDIs with highly π-conjugated
donors, however, leave much to be improved.25 Strong electronic coupling at heterojunctions
of PDIs and π-donors in the bulk, favoring the fast charge recombination, has been held
responsible for the current efficiency values.25,26
Previously, we have examined the photodynamics of the PDI nanoribbons in the presence of
energy donors (zinc porphyrin with sulfonic groups and lucifer yellow CH dye) in two selfassembly models in aqueous media.27 Ionic and π-π interactions were employed for the selfassembly of PDI stacks with the donor moieties in the presence of cationic surfactant.
Although the photoinduced electron transfer from zinc porphyrin to PDI nanoribbons was
feasible, no electron-transfer product was observed due to long distance, exceeding ca. 10 Å.
In this study, we examined the photoinduced electron-transfer dynamics of a triad, which
consists of a PDI unit and two anthracenes (An2PDI) in methanol (MeOH) and in water. As
shown in Figure 1, triad and reference PDI bear hydrophilic components. Reference PDI
undergoes π-stacking [(TAIPDI)n] in water, resulting in one-dimensional nanostructures28
without any other additional processes as described in the previous chapters. Moreover, the
water facilitates the electron-transfer processes due to high polarity.29 As to reference PDI, an
aqueous medium contributes to self-assembly of triad yielding polymeric supramolecular
structures. Hydrophobic components of the triad are attached by relatively long and loose alkyl
linkers, carrying quaternary ammonium salts (Figure 1). Photoinduced charge separation in
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similar donor-PDI-donor30,31 and donor-PDI32,33 arrays was severed by uncontrollable
geometric variations of long and flexible linkers in organic solvents. Such variations between
PDI and some donor groups in the solution were remarkably limited by using sol-gel matrices
immobilizing the molecules individually for more efficient electron transfer reactions.34 In this
triad, aromatic PDIs form strong π-stacks, allowing the electron migration via the
intermolecular π-electron delocalization, while the positions of cationic sites are arranged by
reasonable folding of linkers due to the hydrophilic–lipophilic interactions, resulting in a
moderately rigid and proper distance for efficient charge separation in water.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of An2PDI and the reference compounds.
Experimental Section
Synthesis. An2PDI and the reference AnOH were prepared according to Scheme 1.
Reference PDI was synthesized according to reported procedures.35 Purification of water (18.2
MΩ cm) was performed with a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Direct-Q 3 UV).
Synthesis of An2PDI. N,N’-di(ethylenedimethylamine)perylenediimide35-38 (250 mg, 0.47
mmol, 1 equiv) and 9-bromomethylanthracene39 (1.27 g, 4.7 mmol, 10 equiv) were added to 40
ml of toluene and heated under stirring to 100˚C overnight. After the mixture was cooled to
room temperature, the precipitate was filtered and washed with benzene and THF, repeatedly.
After drying, the solid was dissolved in high amount of water and filtered. Water was removed
to yield the target compound as claret red solid (455 mg, 91%). 1H NMR (DMSO) δ (ppm):
9.02 (d, 4H), 8.94 (s, 2H), 8.73 (d, 4 H), 8.66 (d, 2H), 8.23 (d, 4H), 7.73 (t, 4H), 7.62 (t, 4H),
5.79 (s, 4H), 4.64 (t, 4H), 4.15 (t, 4H), 3.06 (s, 12 H). IR (KBr) v (cm–1): 3050, 3021, 2360,
2341, 1691, 1650, 1592, 1578, 1479, 1440, 1402, 1365, 1340, 1252, 1157, 1045, 810, 747.
Synthesis of AnOH. 2-(dimetylamino)ethanol (3.3 g, 37 mmol, 10 equiv) was added to 9bromomethylanthracene39 (1.0 g, 3.7 mmol, 1 equiv) dissolved in toluene (40 ml) and heated
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under stirring to 100˚C for 3 hours. The crude was filtered and washed with benzene and
hexane, repeatedly. The obtained residue was dissolved in water and filtered. Water was
removed to give the product as light yellow powder (1.24 g, 93%). 1H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm):
8.09 (s, 1H), 7.84 (d, 2H), 7.72 (d, 2H), 7.44 (t, 2H), 7.33 (t, 2H), 4.95 (s, 2H), 3.90 (t, 2H),
3.43 (t, 2H), 2.58 (s, 6H). IR (KBr) v (cm–1): 3327, 3052, 2024, 2915, 2360, 2340, 1627, 1525,
1468, 1260, 1085, 916, 808, 726.
Scheme 1. Synthesis of An2PDI and Reference AnOH.
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Instruments. Steady-state absorption measurements were recorded on a Hewlett Packard
8453 diode array spectrophotometer. Fluorescence measurements were carried out on a
Shimadzu spectrofluorophotometer (RF-5300PC).
Fluorescence excitation spectra were obtained by a Hitachi model F-2500 fluorescence
spectrophotometer at room temperature. Steady-state excitation anisotropy was assessed by
changing the fluorescence detection polarization either parallel or perpendicular to the
polarization of the excitation light. The excitation anisotropy spectra were calculated according
to eq 1,
r = (EVV – GEVH) / (EVV + 2GEVH)

(1)

where EVV (or EVH) is the fluorescence excitation spectrum when the excitation light detected
is the vertically (or horizontally) polarized portion of the fluorescence, denoting that the first
and second subscripts represent excitation and detection polarization, respectively. The factor
G is defined by EHV/EHH, which is equal to the ratio of the sensitivities of the detection system
for vertically and horizontally polarized light.
Electrochemical measurements were performed on an ALS630B or ALS730D
electrochemical analyzer in deaerated water containing 0.10 M Na2SO4 and in nitrobenzene
containing 0.10 M TBAPF6 as a supporting electrolyte. A conventional three-electrode cell was
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used with a platinum working electrode (surface area of 0.3 mm2) and a platinum wire as the
counter electrode. The Pt working electrode was routinely polished with ALS polishing
alumina suspension (0.05 µm) and rinsed with water and acetone before use. The measured
potentials were recorded with respect to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). All
electrochemical measurements were carried out under an atmospheric pressure of N2.
A time-correlated single-photon-counting (TCSPC) system was used for measurements of
spontaneous fluorescence decay. As an excitation light source, we used a mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser (MaiTai BB, Spectra Physics) which provides ultrashort pulse (80 fs at full
width half maximum, fwhm) with high repetition rate (80 MHz). This high repetition rate
slows down to 1M ~ 800 kHz by using homemade pulse-picker. The pulse-picked output pulse
was frequency-doubled by a 1 mm thickness of a BBO crystal (EKSMA). The fluorescence
was collected by a microchannel plate photomultiplier (MCP-PMT, R3809U-51, Hamamatsu)
with a thermoelectric cooler (C4878, Hamamatsu) connected to a TCSPC board (SPC-130,
Becker & Hickel GmbH). The overall instrumental response function was about 25 ps (fwhm).
Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy experiments were conducted using an
ultrafast source: Integra-C (Quantronix Corp.), an optical parametric amplifier: TOPAS (Light
Conversion Ltd.) and a commercially available optical detection system: Helios provided by
Ultrafast Systems LLC. The source for the pump and probe pulses was derived from the
fundamental output of Integra-C (780 nm, 2 mJ per pulse and fwhm = 130 fs) at a repetition
rate of 1 kHz. 75% of the fundamental output of the laser was introduced into TOPAS, which
has optical frequency mixers resulting in a tunable range from 285 nm to 1660 nm, while the
rest of the output was used for white light generation. Typically, 2500 excitation pulses were
averaged for 5 seconds to obtain the transient spectrum at a set delay time. Kinetic traces at
appropriate wavelengths were assembled from the time-resolved spectral data (see also
Supporting Information). All measurements were conducted at 298 K.
The other instrumental setup that used for femtosecond transient absorption measurements:
The femtosecond time-resolved transient absorption (TA) spectrometer consisted of Palitra
(optical parametric amplifier (OPA), Quantronix) pumped by a Ti:sapphire regenerative
amplifier system (Integra-C, Quantronix) operating at 1 kHz repetition rate and an optical
detection system. The generated visible pulses by OPA had a pulse width of ~ 100 fs and an
average power of 1-30 mW in the range 460-800 nm which were used as pump pulses. White
light continuum (WLC) probe pulses were generated using a sapphire window (3 mm of
thickness) by focusing of small portion of the fundamental 800 nm pulses which was picked
off by a quartz plate before entering to the OPA. The time delay between pump and probe
beams were carefully controlled by making the pump beam travel along a variable optical
delay (ILS250, Newport). Intensities of the spectrally dispersed WLC probe pulses are
monitored by miniature spectrograph (USB2000+, OceanOptics). To obtain the time-resolved
transient absorption difference signal (ΔA) at a specific time, the pump pulses were chopped at
25 Hz and absorption spectra intensities were saved alternately with or without pump pulse.
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Typically, 6000 pulses excite samples to obtain the TA spectra at a particular delay time. The
polarization angle between pump and probe beam was set at the magic angle (54.7°) using a
Glan-laser polarizer with a half-wave retarder in order to prevent polarization-dependent
signals. Cross-correlation fwhm in pump-probe experiments was less than 200 fs and chirp of
WLC probe pulses was measured to be 800 fs in the 400-800 nm region. To minimize chirp, all
reflection optics in probe beam path and 2 mm path length of quartz cell were used. After
fluorescence and TA experiments, we carefully checked absorption spectra of all compounds to
avoid artifact from degradation and photooxidation of samples.
For nanosecond transient absorption measurements, deaerated solutions of the compounds
were excited with a Panther optical parametric oscillator (OPO) equipped with a Nd:YAG laser
(Continuum, SLII-10, fwhm = 4-6 ns) with a power of 10-15 mJ per pulse. The photochemical
reactions were monitored by continuous exposure to a Xe lamp (150 W) as a probe light and a
detector (SpectraPro 300i). The transient spectra were recorded using fresh solutions in each
laser excitation. Solutions were deoxygenated by N2 purging for about 15 min prior to the
transient spectral measurements.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis. Preparation of An2PDI and the reference AnOH was carried out as shown in
Scheme 1. Quaternization of trialkylamino substituents of PDIs with alkyl halides was
achieved with high yields in many studies.35-38 An2PDI was obtained from precursor 135 by the
addition of precursor 239 in toluene. Precursor 2 was also quaternized in the presence of 2(dimetylamino)ethanol to give water-soluble AnOH reference compound in a high yield under
the same conditions as the former bis-quaternization reaction. While the precursors were
hydrophobic, the products were hydrophilic due to the presence of ammonium salts. This
difference was quite useful for the purification of the products (see the experimental
experimental section).
Steady-State Spectral Features of An2PDI in MeOH and Water. Reference PDI28 and
An2PDI show similar absorption spectra in the visible region, showing that An2PDI dissolves
thoroughly in MeOH, while it forms polymeric self-assemblies in water (Figure 2). Comparing
with those of PDI reference, a small red shift from 501 to 503 nm in water reflects some
disturbance from regular stacking behavior of PDIs due to the presence of anthracene moieties
in the triad.40 In MeOH, on the other hand, no significant spectral shift in the absorption of PDI
unit due to aggregation was observed even at very high concentrations (Figure 3). Reference
AnOH has peaks at 355, 372, and 392 nm in MeOH and in water. Anthracene moieties of the
triad show only 1 nm red shift in all peaks in MeOH whereas significant red shifts to 364, 376,
and 395 nm are noted in an aqueous medium. This may be reasoned from the partial stacking
of anthracenes on the periphery of tight PDI stacks.
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Photoinduced events of An2PDI triad have been probed by using fluorescence
spectroscopy. After the triad is excited at 355 nm, 95% of the fluorescence emission of
anthracenes [(1An*)2PDI] is quenched in MeOH while a weak emission originating from PDI
moiety (An21PDI*) appears at 545 nm due to an inefficient energy transfer process from
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Figure 2. Steady-state absorption spectra of An2PDI and AnOH (i) in MeOH and (ii) in water.
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Figure 3. Steady-state absorption spectra of An2PDI and PDI in MeOH at indicated
concentrations. 2 mm-thick cells were used to obtain the spectra.
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Figure 4. Steady-state emission spectra of An2PDI, PDI, and AnOH: (i) excitation at 355 nm
in MeOH, (ii) excitation at 490 nm in MeOH, and (iii) excitation at 355 nm in water.
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anthracene to PDI (Figure 4). Besides this process, photoinduced electron transfer from
anthracene to PDI is responsible for the marked quenching. In the case of excitation given at
490 nm in MeOH, fluorescence emission of PDI (An21PDI*) is also predominantly ceased.
Energy transfer from PDI to anthracene is thermodynamically prohibited; therefore, such
quenching is most likely to result from photodriven electron-transfer. In both cases,
aggregation does not involve the emission quenching in MeOH as evidenced by the absorption
spectra.
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Figure 5. Fluorescence decay profile of PDI (red) and An2PDI (black) in MeOH (λexc = 390
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Figure 6. Steady-state fluorescence excitation anisotropy spectra of An2PDI (i) in MeOH and
(ii) in water.
Quenching in MeOH was also examined by fluorescence lifetime measurements. The
fluorescence lifetime of the PDI reference is estimated to be 4.5 ns (Figure 5). Laser excitation
at 390 nm afforded the fluorescence lifetime of the triad as 150 ps. In water, the quenching of
the (1An*)2PDI was more evident when it was excited at 355 nm because of a potential
electron-transfer mechanism (Figure 4). Partial aggregation of the anthracene moieties around
the PDI stacks is less likely to associate with such a distinct quenching. Stacking of An2PDI
molecules in water was confirmed by the fluorescence excitation anisotropy measurements.
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Compared to that of the monomer triad in MeOH, anisotropy was markedly increased in water
probably due to intermolecular order of the triads in a definite dimension (Figure 6).
Energetics of Photoinduced Electron Transfer in An2PDI in Organic and in
Aqueous Media. The free energy values for photoinduced charge separation (∆GCS) in
An2PDI triad in MeOH and in water have been calculated according to eq 2,41
∆GCS = e(Eox – Ered) – ∆ES + ∆Gs

(2)

where Eox is the first one-electron oxidation potential of anthracenes, Ered is the first oneelectron reduction potential of PDI, ∆ES is the lowest singlet-excited state energy of anthracene
or PDI, and ∆Gs is the static Coulomb energy.42 Oxidation and reduction potentials were
determined in organic and aqueous media containing 0.10 M TBAPF6 and 0.10 M Na2SO4,
respectively, by using differential pulse voltammetry (Figure 7) and the determined values are
compiled in Table 1.
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Figure 7. Differential pulse voltammogram of AnOH (i) and PDI (ii) in deaerated water
containing 0.10 M Na2SO4 and An2PDI (iii) in deaerated nitrobenzene containing 0.10 M
TBAPF6 (sweep rate: 0.1 mV/s).
Table 1. One-electron oxidation (Eox) and reduction (Ered) potentials (V vs SCE) and free
energy changes of the charge-separation (–∆GCS / eV) and charge-recombination (–∆GCR / eV)
processes of the An2PDI triad in organic and aqueous media.
solvent

Eox

Ered

–∆GCS via 1An*

–∆GCS via 1PDI*

–∆GCR

organica

0.73

–0.37

2.12

1.29

1.05

water

0.81b

–0.25

2.13

1.27

1.05

a

Because An2PDI precipitates in the presence of supporting electrolyte in MeOH (ε = 33.6),
nitrobenzene, having similar dielectric constant (ε = 35.7), was used as solvent.
b
Because of the precipitation of the triad molecules in the presence of a supporting electrolyte
in water, AnOH was used as reference to obtain the one-electron oxidation potential.
Proposed electron transfer from anthracenes to PDI can be driven by the singlet-excited
states of the both components of the triad in both solvents. Depending on the ∆ES values,
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estimated from absorption and fluorescence emission of anthracene and PDI,43 corresponding
∆GCS and ∆GCR values are collected in Table 1. Triplet-excited state energies of anthracene
(1.77 eV)44 and PDI (1.20 eV)45 are sufficiently above the energy level of the charge-separated
states in both media.
Excited-State Dynamics of Reference PDI in MeOH and in Water. The effect of πstacking in water on the excited-state dynamics of reference PDI has been examined in
comparison with those of its monomer in MeOH by using femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 8, the transient spectra of monomeric PDI in MeOH display
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Figure 8. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of 0.05 mM TAIPDI in MeOH (left) and
in water (right) at indicated time delays (λexc = 390 nm). Insets: Time profiles at corresponding
wavelengths.
mirror-imaged bleaching from 440 to 600 nm, which corresponds to ground state absorption
and stimulated emission. The positive transient absorption centered at 700 nm is the attribute
of singlet-excited states of PDI molecules. The lifetime of singlet-excited state was determined
from time-resolved fluorescence measurements as 4.5 ns (Figure 5). All transient features and
lifetime value are in agreement with the previously reported data.46 On the other hand, PDI
stacks (0.05 mM) in water reveal intense bleaching at 501 nm with a negative shoulder at 470
nm (Figure 8). Small negative absorption is also recognized at around 540 nm. These traits
correspond to ground state absorption of PDI in water. Stimulated emission was not observed
due to quenching. Besides, transient maxima at 590 nm and another absorption band centered
at 696 nm emerge as broad positive features reaching to the end of spectral window. These
traits are assigned to the singlet-excited states of (PDI)n. As the time elapses, the peak at 590
nm decays faster than that at 696 nm and small positive signal at around 700 nm remains
persistent. The decay profile at 590 nm affords a lifetime of 263 ps (3.8 × 109 s–1), coinciding
with that of bleaching at 501 nm (270 ps). 88% of the absorption band at 696 nm decays with a
lifetime of 303 ps (3.3 × 109 s–1) and 12% survives within the time course of the femtosecond
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Figure 9. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of 0.13 mM TAIPDI in water at indicated
time delays (λexc = 390 nm). Inset: Time profiles at corresponding wavelengths.
measurements. At higher concentration (0.13 mM), the decays at 590 and 696 nm give a
lifetimes of 220 ps (4.5 × 109 s–1) and 235 ps (4.3 × 109 s–1), respectively, shorter than former
lifetime values (Figure 9). This time, 96% of the decay is completed at around 700 nm.
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Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of aggregates of reference PDI at early time delays
have been also scrutinized in water in comparison with those of in MeOH. The formation of
the excited states of PDI stacks are quite fast and exciton-exciton annihilation is not observed
since the reference PDI, excited by femtosecond laser pulses in water, does not show excitation
power dependence on the transient absorption decay profiles (Figure 10).47
The fluorescence lifetime measurements of reference PDI in water afford a lifetime of 5.0
ns, which is probably the trace of this remaining portion (Figure 11). The long-lived transient
trait at around 700 nm seems like inheritance from unstacked TAIPDI present in water. In
conclusion, the singlet-excited state lifetimes of PDI in water are concentration dependent.
Although the lifetime values are shorter compared to their monomeric form, they seem still
usable for supramolecular photoinduced processes.
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Figure 12. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of An2PDI in MeOH at indicated time
delays. λexc = 390 (left) and 520 nm (right). Insets: Time profiles at 700 nm obtained at various
concentrations.
Photoinduced Electron-Transfer Dynamics of An2PDI in MeOH. The photoinduced
processes taking place in the triad have been monitored by using femtosecond and nanosecond
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transient absorption spectroscopy. In Figure 12, the femtosecond absorption transient spectra of
An2PDI show excited state absorption peak at 700 nm with bleaching around 550 nm after a
laser excitation at 390 nm. These transient spectra match quite well with those of the singletexcited states of PDI, indicating an energy transfer from anthracene to PDI.46,48 From the rise
in absorbance at 700 nm the rate of energy transfer is estimated as 2.1 × 1012 s–1 (Figure 12,
inset). Similarly, excitation of An2PDI at 520 nm also results in the spectral features of the
singlet-excited state of the PDI reference (Figure 12). The decay profiles of absorbance at 700
nm, however, reveal that the lifetime of the singlet-excited state of PDI moiety (τS) is
remarkably reduced in both cases (Figure 12, insets). The τS values were determined to be 110
ps and 81 ps after the excitations from 390 and 520 nm, respectively.
There was no transient signal to be assigned to electron-transfer products (i.e., the radical ion
pair) probably because of rapid back electron transfer judging from the ∆GCR value, which may
be at the Marcus top region.49,50 In addition, small concentrations of the radical anion and
cation at the steady state with rapid back electron transfer may be hidden under the intense
transient absorption of An21PDI*.51-53 In such a case, the rate of charge separation can be
estimated from the quenching of the singlet-excited states of PDI by using eq 3,34,54
kCS = (1/τq) – kS

(3)

where τq is the lifetime of the quenched singlet excite state due to photoinduced electron
transfer and kS is the rate constant of the singlet-excited state without any quenching. Thus, the
kCS values are calculated as 8.9 × 109 s–1 (113 ps) and 1.2 × 1010 s–1 (83 ps) after the excitations
of anthracenes and PDI in the triad, respectively. Energy transfer apparently has an effect on
different kCS values.
An2PDI did not reveal any transient spectra in the nanosecond transient absorption
measurements after the excitation of anthracene and PDI to assign for charge
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Figure 13. Nanosecond transient absorption spectra of AnOH in MeOH at indicated time
delays (λexc = 355 nm).
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separation or triplet-excited states (Figure 13). Fast singlet-singlet energy transfer most
probablyimpedes the population of the triplet states of anthracene. Intersystem crossing of PDI
is extremely inefficient46 and population of An23PDI* via the charge recombination is
energetically unfeasible because the energy level of the An23PDI* is above that of the charge
separated state (Table 1).
Photoinduced Electron-Transfer Dynamics of An2PDI in Water. In contrast to the
results in MeOH, the femtosecond transient spectra of An2PDI triad in water displayed very
fast formation of broad transient absorption around 730 and 980 nm after an excitation at 390
nm (Figure 14). Together with the shoulder appearing around 695 nm, which can be assigned
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Figure 14. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of An2PDI in water at indicated time
delays. λexc = 390 (left) and 520 nm (right). Insets: Time profiles at 700 nm obtained at various
concentrations.
to the radical cation of anthracene,53 these transient features agree well with those of the radical
anion of (PDI)n,52 providing a solid proof of photoinduced electron transfer from anthracene to
PDI stacks in water. It should be noted that the radical anion of monomer PDI has the
absorption maxima at 716 and 960 nm. Formation of radical anion of (PDI)n [(PDI)n•–] denotes
the stabilization of the transferred electron realized within the stacks of PDI moieties. From the
rise at 730 nm, the rate of charge separation (kCS) is estimated to be 2.5 × 1012 s–1 (0.53 ps).
The excitation of PDI moieties of the triad at 520 nm also results in the fast formation of the
same transient patterns obtained in Figure 13 (2.6 × 1012 s–1), which are also assigned to the
charge separation (Figure 14).
Such fast charge separation processes were reported in the self-assembly systems, in which
the donors with large π-extents were strongly coupled with the columnar PDI stacks via π-π
interactions in aqueous media55 and also in the covalently-attached donor-acceptor systems of
PDI, in which the donors were closely positioned to the PDI by short and rigid linkers.56 In the
present case, there was no evidence for extensive π-π interactions between anthracenes and
PDIs in the steady-state absorption spectrum (Figure 2). Then, it can be concluded that the
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anthracene moieties and the PDI stacks are disposed in a sufficiently close manner as a result
of a conformational arrangement in water, as described in Figure 15. π-Stacked PDIs construct
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Figure 15. Comparison of the photoinduced processes of An2PDI triad with electron-transfer
distances in MeOH (i) and in water (ii) and illustration of its conformational arrangements and
intermolecular stacking.
local hydrophobic domains together with the alkyl linkers, excluding the hydrophilic
ammonium joints. These cationic parts remove from these hydrophobic assemblies to contact
with the outer aqueous environment, thereby making the triad aggregates solubilized.
Meanwhile, hydrophobic anthracene moieties are placed within the alkyl bulk around the
aromatic PDI stacks. Such hydrophilic–lipophilic relocations prompt the folding of the flexible
linkers to some extent. Inserted anthracenes are partially stacked within the alkyl bulk as
understood from the red shift in the absorption spectrum (Figure 2). Thus, the stacking and the
folding establish a moderately rigid and short electron-transfer distance in favor of fast charge
separation in the assemblies of the triads in water while the electron-transfer process suffers
from geometric variations of the long linkers and the competing energy transfer process in
MeOH.
Lifetime of charge-separated state (τCS) in water is evaluated as 3.3 × 1010 s–1 (30 ps) from
the time profiles at 730 nm (Figure 14, insets). Although the radical anion is stabilized by the
PDI stacks as recognized from the formation of (PDI)n•– in the transient spectra, electron
migration along the stacks does not seem extensive because of the short lifetime value. The
same τCS values are observed at varying concentrations, implying that the transferred electron
is delocalized on only a few PDIs. The τCS value of the triad is comparable to that of the
molecular systems of PDI exhibiting no stacking in the solution.56,57 In the present study,
transferred electron and hole can easily recombine along the row of adjacent acceptor and
donor groups, thereby impeding the extensive electron transport throughout the PDI stacks.
Also, there was no sign for hole hopping among the anthracenes. An2PDI triad did not display
meaningful transient signal in the nanosecond transient measurements during the excitations of
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both components to assign to formation of radical ion pair or triplet-excited states of the triad.
Thus, long-range electron migration can be achieved by limiting the number of donors against
the PDI stacks in a self-assembly system.

Conclusion
Photoinduced events of a newly synthesized An2PDI triad in organic and in aqueous media
have been investigated. Bearing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic sections, triad molecules
can modify themselves to aqueous environment by conformational and intermolecular
rearrangements, which greatly enhance the photoinduced charge separation. On the other hand,
photoinduced electron transfer is not efficient against the geometric alterations, reasonably
long electron-transfer distance, and competing energy transfer in MeOH, in which An2PDI
lacks such organizational behaviors.
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Chapter 5
Photodriven Electron Transport within the Columnar
Perylenediimide Nanostructures Self-Assembled with Sulfonated
Porphyrins in Water
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Abstract:
Columnar
stacks
of
N,N’-di(2-(trimethylammoniumiodide)ethylene)
perylenediimide (TAIPDI)n can host meso-tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin zinc
tetrapotassium salt (ZnTPPSK4) molecules at different ratios through the ionic and π-π
interactions prompted by an aqueous environment. Photoexcitation of this host-guest complex
generates very fast charge separation (1.4 × 1012 s–1). Charge recombination is markedly
decelerated by a probable electron delocalization mechanism along the long range of tightly
stacked TAIPDIs (4.6 × 108 s–1), giving an exceptional kCS/kCR ratio of 3000 as determined by
using time-resolved transient absorption techniques.
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Introduction
Charge separation is an essential process to convert solar energy into a chemical potential
in the photosynthesis1 and in the organic photovoltaic cells as well.2 In the natural system, this
process has been realized by utilizing a series of redox-active units meticulously aligned to
transfer the electron to the next component until a distance to restrain the fast charge
recombination is adequately reached. The charge separation distance between the primary
electron donor, P680, and the electron-accepting plastoquinone QA (P680•+QA•–) in the
photosynthetic reaction center of the cyanobacterial photosystem II is approximately 3.4 nm.3
A number of photosynthetic reaction center mimicry have been so far developed,4 extending
the distances for charge separation up to 5.0 nm.5 Assuming that such a distance is applicable
for transporting the charge carriers (electron and hole) to the opposite electrodes in a solar cell,
collecting the solar photons by a layer of this length will be insufficient because it is known
that the active layers of current organic photovoltaic cells (bilayer or bulk heterojunction)
require the thickness of at least 100 nm for efficient light harvesting if the organic materials,
having high absorption coefficients (105 cm–1), are used.6,7 Taking the inevitable loss of the
excitation energy at each step of electron transfer in natural and artificial systems into
account,4c elongation of the charge separation distance by this strategy is not practical, because
of the synthetic difficulties to fabricate multicomponent molecular arrays and additional light
harvesting systems. Control of the molecular alignment of such complex systems at
microscopic scale is another obstacle to deal with.
π-Conjugated polymers, on the other hand, have been extensively preferred for
transporting the photogenerated charges throughout long distances within the active layer to
obtain an electron flow.8,9 Recently, Friend et al.10 explained this long-range charge transport
within the bulk heterojunction cells of such polymers through the presence of the charge
delocalization. Delocalized states of π-electron systems were reported to enable the charges to
override the Coulombic interactions and fast charge recombination, thereby enhancing the
external quantum efficiencies. Extensive charge delocalization11 and its effect on stabilizing
the electron transfer products, i.e. radical cation and anion, against the charge recombination12
have been investigated in dimer, oligomer, and polymer systems in solution.
In addition to π-delocalization, molecular orientation in one dimension at nanoscale is of
importance to boost the device efficiency.13 In this regard, the self-assemblies of
perylenediimide (PDI) dyes, forming one-dimensional nanostructures, have drawn much
attention.14 An average length of PDI nanofibrils was reported to reach about 0.3 mm in a
study,15 exhibiting the effect of the strong π-π stacking in one dimension. Long axes of such
molecular architectures of PDI exhibit electron hopping due to π-electron delocalization within
the stacks when exposed to a reducing agent or n-dopant.16 Electron migration in one
dimension via π-delocalization can be accessed by light in the presence of photo-active
electron donor.17 There are only a few studies of one-dimensional self-assemblies of PDI,
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examining the electron transport within the π-stacks.18 Such self-assemblies were, however,
mostly constructed in non-polar solvents.
In this study, the formation and the photo-initiated electron-transfer process of a selfassembly of N,N’-di(2-(trimethylammonium iodide)ethylene)perylenediimide (TAIPDI) and
meso-tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin zinc tetrapotassium salt (ZnTPPSK4) have been
investigated in water, for the first time (Figure 1). An aqueous medium is of choice because it
provokes the self-assembly of such highly extensive π-systems19 without any other additional
treatment, moreover, it facilitates the electron-transfer processes due to high polarity.20
TAIPDI molecules undergo π-stacking [(TAIPDI)n] in water, resulting in one-dimensional
nanostructures.21 Apart from solubilizing the TAIPDI stacks in water, cationic
trimethylammonium heads also enhance the ionic interactions with water soluble ZnTPPSK4,
bearing anionic sulfonic groups. By this way, ionic interactions strongly support the
hydrophobic interactions between the aromatic cores of TAIPDI and ZnTPPSK4, thereby
yielding robust and adjustable donor-acceptor self-assemblies, which seem suitable conduits
for photodriven charge transport in an aqueous medium.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of the components used in this study.
Materials. N,N’-di(2-(trimethylammoniumiodide)ethylene)perylenediimide (TAIPDI) was
synthesized according to reported procedures.21,22 Meso-tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin
zinc tetrapotassium salt (ZnTPPSK4) was prepared from commercially available mesotetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin (TPPS).23 Purification of water (18.2 MΩ cm) was
performed with a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Direct-Q 3 UV).
Instruments. Steady-state absorption measurements were recorded on a Hewlett Packard
8453 diode array spectrophotometer. Fluorescence measurements were carried out on a
Shimadzu spectrofluorophotometer (RF-5300PC). Measurements of emission quantum yields
were carried out on a Hamamatsu C9920-0X(PMA-12) U6039-05 fluorescence
spectrofluorometer with an integrating sphere adapted to a right angle configuration at room
temperature. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were done by using a Zetasizer
Nano S instrument (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, U.K.). The DLS instrument used in
this work has a range between 0.6 and 6000 nm, therefore, any structures over this limit could
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not be detected. Electrochemical measurements were performed on an ALS630B or ALS730D
electrochemical analyzer in deaerated water containing 0.10 M Na2SO4 as supporting
electrolyte. A conventional three-electrode cell was used with a platinum working electrode
(surface area of 0.3 mm2) and a platinum wire as the counter electrode. The Pt working
electrode was routinely polished with ALS polishing alumina suspension (0.05 µm) and rinsed
with water and acetone before use. The measured potentials were recorded with respect to a
saturated calomel electrode (SCE). All electrochemical measurements were carried out under
an atmospheric pressure of N2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken on a
JEOL FE-SEM JSM-6701F instrument operating at 5 kV. Femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy experiments were conducted using an ultrafast source: Integra-C (Quantronix
Corp.), an optical parametric amplifier: TOPAS (Light Conversion Ltd.) and a commercially
available optical detection system: Helios provided by Ultrafast Systems LLC. The source for
the pump and probe pulses was derived from the fundamental output of Integra-C (780 nm, 2
mJ per pulse and fwhm = 130 fs) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. 75% of the fundamental output
of the laser was introduced into TOPAS, which has optical frequency mixers resulting in a
tunable range from 285 nm to 1660 nm, while the rest of the output was used for white light
generation. Typically, 2500 excitation pulses were averaged for 5 seconds to obtain the
transient spectrum at a set delay time. Kinetic traces at appropriate wavelengths were
assembled from the time-resolved spectral data. All measurements were conducted at 298 K.
For nanosecond transient absorption measurements, deaerated solutions of the compounds
were excited with a Panther optical parametric oscillator (OPO) equipped with a Nd:YAG laser
(Continuum, SLII-10, fwhm = 4-6 ns) with a power of 10-15 mJ per pulse. The photochemical
reactions were monitored by continuous exposure to a Xe lamp (150 W) as a probe light and a
detector (SpectraPro 300i). The transient spectra were recorded using fresh solutions in each
laser excitation. Solutions were deoxygenated by N2 purging for about 15 min prior to the all
transient spectral measurements.
Results and Discussion
Characterization of TAIPDI in Solution and Solid State. TAIPDI dissolves in
methanol (MeOH) as the representative 0-0, 0-1, 0-2, and 0-3 transitions of typical PDI are
clearly observed at 522, 486, 457, and 429 nm, respectively (Figure 2). TAIPDI molecules, on
the other hand, assembly into stacks in water via strong π-π interactions of hydrophobic
aromatic cores. Solubilized by polar trimethylammonium heads in water, these π-stacks give
absorption peaks at 537 and 501 nm with a shoulder around 470 nm. Due to high solubility of
TAIPDI stacks in water, high absorption coefficients (ε = 37500 M–1 cm–1 for 0.02 mM at 501
nm) is observed, comparable to its monomer form (ε = 97200 M–1 cm–1 at 522 nm) in MeOH.
In contrast, dispersed PDI aggregates usually have low absorption due to low solubility.17,24
The 4-fold increase in concentration of TAIPDI causes 2 nm of red shift of the peak at 537 nm
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Figure 2. Upper panel: Steady-state absorption spectra of 0.02 mM TAIPDI (left) and
emission spectra of 0.08 mM TAIPDI (right) in water and MeOH (λexc = 500 nm). Lower
panel: Steady-state absorption spectra of TAIPDI upon cooling (left) and heating (right) in
water.
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Figure 3. Steady-state absorption spectra (left) of TAIPDI and its emission spectra (right) at
indicated concentrations in water (λexc = 520 nm). The emission at 0.33 mM has been
magnified for clarification.
as shown in Figure 3. Temperature dependence of aggregation in water has also been tested
(Figure 2). Cooling does not cause any shift at 501 nm; however, a meaningful red shift is
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observed at 537 nm to 543 nm, which means the energy separation between two absorption
peaks becomes greater. Thus, it can be concluded that high concentration or low temperature
result in closer cofacial order of TAIPDI chromophores as the exciton coupling grows
stronger.25 The increase in the temperature causes apparent decomposition of aggregation as
the vibrational transitions at 531 (0-0), 496 (0-1), and 465 nm (0-2) have been restored.
Nonetheless, the lower ratio of 0-0 transition to 0-1 transition (1.21) in water at 95˚C than that
in MeOH at room temperature (1.48) indicates that π-stacking is still present even at such a
high temperature, emphasizing the effect of an aqueous environment on aromatic π-π
interactions.22
Vibrationally resolved emission of TAIPDI in MeOH appears at 540 and 577 nm with high
quantum efficiency. On the other hand, the fluorescence emission is drastically ceased by π-π
electronic coupling in water (Figure 2 and Table 1).26 Fluorescence quenching becomes notable
as the concentration increases. Weak emission of TAIPDI stacks (0.02 mM) in water is
detected at 548 and 585 nm, which are red shifted compared to that in MeOH. Emission
spectrum of 0.33 mM of TAIPDI gives a maximum at 595 nm with a less intense peak at 549
nm, which in fact shows a reflection of its absorption spectrum in water (Figure 3). This
mirror-imaged emission results from face-to-face arrangement of the TAIPDI molecules,
whose transition dipoles are parallel.27 Aggregation yields can be approximated from the
emission quenching at different concentrations (Table 1).28
Table 1. Absolute fluorescence quantum yields (Φf) and aggregation yields of TAIPDI at
different concentrations in water.
concentration

Φf
aggregation yield
0.02 mM
0.059
0.92
0.05 mM
0.028
0.96
0.08 mM
0.014
0.98
0.15 mM
0.008
0.99
a
Φf of 0.02 mM TAIPDI is 0.70 in MeOH.
a

The radical anion of TAIPDI stacks [(TAIPDI)n•–], generated by using water soluble
hydrazine as a strong electron donor, gives absorption at 730, 817, and 985 nm in water (Figure
4).29 Compared to radical anion of monomer PDIs, the absorption spectra of (TAIPDI)n•– are
broader and red shifted due to probable electron delocalization within the π-stacks of
TAIPDI.29,30 Such broadening has also been observed in the oligomeric self-assemblies of
PDI.31 (TAIPDI)n•– is quite stable in deaerated water for a few weeks. The size distribution of
TAIPDI aggregates in water was examined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements.
The DLS diagram of TAIPDI aggregates reveals a size distribution ranging from 105 to 460
nm, with a mean size of 188 nm (Figure 5).32
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The effect of π-stacking in water on the excited-state dynamics of TAIPDI was examined in
comparison with those of its monomer in MeOH by using femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy in chapter 4 (vide supra).
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Figure 4. The absorption spectra of radical anion of TAIPDI stacks [(TAIPDI)n•–], generated
by using hydrazine in water.
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Figure 5. Size distribution diagram of TAIPDI (0.15 mM) in water at room temperature.
The stacking behavior of TAIPDI in the solid form has been displayed by using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Extensive π-stacking results in a one-dimensional morphology, as
shown in SEM images (Figure 6).33 The columnar structures are about 100-150 nm in width
and the average length is in micrometer scale ranging from 1 to 10 µm. Nanostructures of
TAIPDI seem brittle, thereby decreasing the average length. Aspect ratio of these structures
(length/width) is over 40. PDIs, having linear side-chains, generally tend to reveal onedimensional morphologies in aggregation.34 Linear ethylene chains of TAIPDI may have a
controlling effect on this columnar stacking. Compared to other nanostructures of PDIs,
bearing longer side-chains,17 those of TAIPDI have narrower average width probably due to
the electrostatic repulsion of positively-charged trimethylammonium heads or the short linkers.
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Figure 6. SEM images of nanostructures of TAIPDI obtained from its aqueous solution.
Formation of Self-assemblies of (TAIPDI)n and ZnTPPSK4 in Water. Assembly
formation between the TAIPDI stacks and water soluble ZnTPPSK4 has been examined by
steady-state absorption and emission spectroscopy and confirmed by DLS measurements.
Upon addition of ZnTPPSK4, the absorption features of (TAIPDI)n decline gradually while a
red shift from 501 nm to 515 nm takes place (Figure 7). A new absorption band in regard to
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Figure 7. Absorption spectral changes during the titration of TAIPDI with ZnTPPSK4 in
water. Inset: Plots of absorbance vs ([ZnTPPSK4] / [ZnTPPSK4] + [TAIPDI]) showing the
stoichiometry of the complex at indicated wavelengths (left). Linear plot of [TAIPDI]0 / (A–A0)
vs [ZnTPPSK4]–1 at 501 nm to evaluate the binding constant (right).
ZnTPPSK4 evolves at 434 nm with a shoulder at around 450 nm. Additionally, the small rise at
559 and 601 nm is noticeable. ZnTPPSK4 normally gives sharp Soret peak at 422 nm with the
Q-bands at 556 and 595 nm in water.24 As studied previously, ionic interactions cause only a
few nm of red shift of the Soret of ZnTPPSK4 without any decrease or broadening.24 Thus,
markedly different characteristics of new absorption spectra of the TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4
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complex compared to those of its components indicate that the self-assembly has been
established not only by ionic interactions but also by strong π-π interactions between the
aromatic cores of TAIPDI and ZnTPPSK4. To determine the stoichiometry of the complex,
absorbance change at 434 and 501 nm versus the molar ratio of added ZnTPPSK4 to the total
concentration has been followed. Both plots of these wavelengths revealed breaks coinciding at
ca. 0.47, indicating a 1:1 stoichiometry between TAIPDI and ZnTPPSK4 (Scheme 1). It is
worth to note that the ratio given does not mean that TAIPDI and ZnTPPSK4 form individual
1:1 complexes in the water. This notion describes the number of the components present within
the polymeric π-stacks assembled via ionic and π-π interactions.
Scheme 1
TAIPDI + ZnTPPSK4

K0

TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4

From the slope of the linear plot in Figure 7, the formation constant (K0) of TAIPDI–
ZnTPPSK4 was determined to be 1.0 × 105 M–1.35,36 After the 1:1 ratio exceeded by the
addition of ZnTPPSK4, new isosbestic point emerges at 444 nm while the shoulder around 450
nm disappears and the absorption band at 434 nm rises with a blue shift to 429 nm probably
due to penetration of more ZnTPPSK4 molecules into TAIPDI stacks with a new stoichiometry.
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Figure 8. Absorption spectral changes during the titration of ZnTPPSK4 with TAIPDI in
water. Inset: Plots of absorbance vs ([TAIPDI] / [TAIPDI] + [ZnTPPSK4]) showing the
stoichiometry of the complex at indicated wavelengths (left). Plot of [2:3 Complex]0 / (A–A0)
vs [TAIPDI]–1 at 430 nm to evaluate the binding constant (right).
ZnTPPSK4 has been titrated with TAIPDI as well. During the titration, the Soret of
ZnTPPSK4 at 422 nm decreases regularly, replacing with another peak at 430 nm, as isosbestic
point appears at 428 nm (Figure 8). While the absorbance at 430 nm reaches its climax, the
molar ratio of TAIPDI to the total concentration marks a value around 0.4 (Figure 8, inset),
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implying a ratio of 2:3 between TAIPDI and ZnTPPSK4 molecules within the stacks (Scheme
2). At this ratio, absorption characteristics of the complex seem almost identical to those of the
Scheme 2
K1

TAIPDI2 + 3ZnTPPSK4

TAIPDI2–(ZnTPPSK4)3 + TAIPDI

TAIPDI2–(ZnTPPSK4)3
K2

TAIPDI3–(ZnTPPSK4)3

or
TAIPDI2–(ZnTPPSK4)3 + TAIPDI

K2

(TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4)3

complex formed by the addition of excess ZnTPPSK4 in the former titration of (TAIPDI)n
(Figure 7). This ratio may indicate the saturated state of TAIPDI stacks with ZnTPPSK4
molecules. As the titration continues, the second isosbestic point appears at 444 nm, as
observed in the former titration. Accordingly, the maximum at 430 nm reduces with a slight
red shift to 434 nm, while a broad shoulder ascends around 450 nm. The Q-bands of
ZnTPPSK4 also reveal bathochromic shift. On the other hand, TAIPDI absorbs broadly at
around 516 nm. Absorbance plots at 422, 430, and 520 nm properly give breaks at ~0.5 in the
inset of Figure 8. All the absorption features at this ratio are the same as those of 1:1 assembly
in Figure 7 (Scheme 2). The decrease at 430 nm yields a linear plot according to Scheme 2.
From the slope of this linear correlation (Figure 8), the formation constant (K2) of TAIPDI–
ZnTPPSK4 was determined to be 6.4 × 104 M–1, which is quite close to K0.37 Further addition
of TAIPDI does not change the absorption traits of the complex except for the rise at around
500 nm, resulting from free TAIPDI stacks.38
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Figure 9. Emission spectral changes during the titration of ZnTPPSK4 with TAIPDI in water.
Inset: Plot of [ZnTPPSK4]0 / (I–I0) vs [TAIPDI]–1 at 604 nm to evaluate the binding constant.
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Titration of ZnTPPSK4 with TAIPDI stacks also leads to fluorescence quenching, most
probably due to intramolecular photoinduced electron transfer. ZnTPPSK4 fluoresces with a
maximum at 604 nm. Gradual decrease of this emission by the addition of TAIPDI is observed
as the TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4 complex is eventually constructed with a formation constant (1.1 ×
106 M–1),35,36 comparable to the K0 (Figure 9).
DLS measurements display an average size distribution of 1085 nm for TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4
complex (Figure 10), which is significantly higher than that of TAIPDI itself. Strong π-π
interactions together with the ionic interactions may cause growing size of the self-assemblies
in water. To conclude, strong non-covalent interactions between TAIPDI and ZnTPPSK4
represent versatile complex motifs as understood from the titrations.
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Figure 10. Size distribution diagram of TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4 (0.10 mM) in water at room
temperature.
Photoinduced Electron Transfer Dynamics. The free energy values for supramolecular
photoinduced charge separation (∆GCS) between TAIPDI and ZnTPPSK4 in water have been
calculated according to the eq 1:39
∆GCS = e(Eox – Ered) – ∆ES + ∆Gs

(1)

where Eox is the first one-electron oxidation potential of ZnTPPSK4, Ered is the first oneelectron reduction potential of TAIPDI, ∆ES is the lowest excited state energy of ZnTPPSK4 or
TAIPDI stacks and ∆Gs is the static Coulomb energy in water.40 Eox for ZnTPPSK4 and Ered for
TAIPDI have been determined as 0.58 and –0.25 V41 vs SCE in water containing 0.10 M
Na2SO4, respectively, by using cyclic and differential pulse voltammetry (Figure 11). If the
ZnTPPSK4 is considered as a photosensitizer with a ∆ES value of 2.07 eV estimated from its
absorption and fluorescence emission, then, the driving force for charge separation is estimated
to be 1.24 eV. Despite the π-stacking, driving force for charge separation via the
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Figure 11. Cyclic and differential voltammograms of ZnTPPSK4 in deaerated water
containing 0.10 M Na2SO4 (sweep rate: 0.1 mV/s).
excited states of (TAIPDI)n, having sufficient lifetimes for close interactions, is not out of the
question (vide supra). Moreover, one-dimensional morphology facilitates the exciton
migration, which can eventually produce charge separation.24,42 Excitation of (TAIPDI)n can
generate a driving force for charge separation of 1.49 eV as determined from the absorption
and weak emission spectra at different concentrations (2.32 eV). Water, as an extremely polar
ambience, has an important role for highly exothermic driving forces.
The photoinduced processes taking place within the TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4 self-assembly have
been monitored by using femtosecond and nanosecond transient spectroscopy. A careful
balance between obtaining the highest absorption at the excitation wavelength and permitting
the maximum electron delocalization within the π-stacks of TAIPDI required mixing 1 equiv
of ZnTPPSK4 with 17 equiv of TAIPDI.
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Figure 12. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4 in deaerated
water at indicated time delays (λexc = 390 nm).
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In Figure 12, the femtosecond spectra of TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4 in water display a very rapid
formation of broad transient absorption around 730 nm and 980 nm. Different than those of
singlet-excited states of TAIPDI (chapter 4, vide supra) and ZnTPPSK424 (chapter 3, vide
supra) in water, these patterns quite match the radical anion of (TAIPDI)n (Figure 4),29
evidence of photoinduced electron transfer from ZnTPPSK4 to (TAIPDI)n. Radical cation of
ZnTPPSK4 at 670 nm may have a contribution to the broadening around 700 nm.43 From the
rise at 730 and 980 nm, the rate of charge separation (kCS) is estimated to be 1.4 × 1012 s–1 (0.74
ps). Very fast charge separation results from the tight stacking of the donor and acceptor
components in the columnar arrays. The time profiles of absorbance at 730 and 980 nm give
two-component decay as shown in Figure 13. The first component decays with a rate of
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Figure 13. Decay time profiles of the transient absorbance at 730 nm at 0-100 ps (left) and
100-3000 ps (right) in water.
2.0 × 1011 s–1 (kCR1), yielding a lifetime for first charge recombination as 5 ps (τCS1) at 730 nm.
The second component declines so slowly that it remains incomplete as observed in all
transient traits of (TAIPDI)n•– in Figure 12. The first-order plot fitted to this slow decay affords
a rate constant for second charge recombination as 4.6 × 108 s–1 (kCR2), corresponding to 2.2 ns
(τCS2). Such a long-lived charge-separated state is most likely the outcome of the electron
transport along the one-dimensional π-stacks of TAIPDI after the photoinduced charge
injection occurs. The fast charge recombination correlated with kCR1 can be due to the tight
stacking. As it facilitates the very fast charge separation, it also causes fast charge
recombination due to enhanced electronic communication between the donor and acceptor
moieties.44 Another reason for the first decay component can be the random distribution of the
ZnTPPSK4 within the TAIPDI stacks as represented in Figure 14. As a result of this random
disposition, there may exist extended domains of TAIPDIs (illustrated as domain 1 in Figure
14) permitting wide-ranging π-electron delocalization, while some domains (illustrated as
domain 2 in Figure 14), severed by many ZnTPPSK4 molecules, limit this process favoring the
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Figure 14. Representative illustration of the charge separation and charge recombination
between the stacks of TAIPDI and randomly distributed ZnTPPSK4.
fast recombination. Lastly, stacking defects among the TAIPDI molecules can severely hinder
the charge hopping.45 Despite these drawbacks, almost 3000-times elongated lifetime of the
charge-separated state has been ultimately achieved by long range electron migration through
the hydrophobic π-stacks triggered by an aqueous environment. This is the highest kCS/kCR ratio
dated for such columnar systems to the best of our knowledge. Nanosecond transient spectra of
the TAIPDI–ZnTPPSK4 did not give any signal, indicating that the charge recombination
completed before 100 ns.46 Absence of the transient signal also proves that charge-separated
state decays directly to the ground state without producing triplet state of ZnTPPSK411g or
TAIPDI,47 which is already energetically unfeasible. Furthermore, absence of the tripletexcited states of ZnTPPSK4 indicates that 1ZnTPPSK4* is efficiently used for charge injection
to the TAIPDI stacks.
Conclusion
Columnar TAIPDI stacks at nanoscale have been thoroughly characterized in water and
solid state. Excited-state dynamics of (TAIPDI)n have been explained by a comparison with
those of unstacked TAIPDI. The one-dimensional stacks of TAIPDI can host ZnTPPSK4
molecules at various ratios due to strong π-π and ionic interactions in an aqueous medium.
Following the photoinduced charge injection from ZnTPPSK4, electron transport owing to
probable π-delocalization mechanism along the electron deficient TAIPDI stacks has been
observed. This phenomenon facilitates the long-range charge separation with a high kCS/kCR
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ratio, which is a fundamental parameter for organic photovoltaic applications targeting high
efficiencies.
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Chapter 6
Tuning the Photodriven Electron Transport within the Columnar
Perylenediimide Stacks by Changing the π-Extent of the Electron
Donors
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Abstract: Photodriven electron-transport properties of the self-assemblies of N,N’-di(2(trimethylammoniumiodide)ethylene)perylenediimide stacks (TAIPDI)n with three electron
donors, disodium 4,4’-bis(2-sulfonatostyryl)biphenyl (BSSBP, stilbene-420), sodium 9,10dimethoxyanthracene-2-sulfonate (DANS) and disodium 6-amino-1,3-naphthalenedisulfonate
(ANADS) have been studied in water. These electron donors vary in their π-extent to adjust the
electronic coupling and the distance with the PDI stacks. Possessing the largest π-extent,
BSSBP has strong π-π interactions as well as ionic interactions with (TAIPDI)n. Instead of πstacking with TAIPDI planes, DANS and ANADS, bearing relatively small π-extent, are
embedded in the side chains of TAIPDIs via ionic interactions, resulting in distance increment
with the aromatic TAIPDI cores. After excitation, the BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n system exhibits fast
charge separation (0.70 ps) and relatively slow charge recombination (485 ps) due to
intermolecular electron delocalization along the TAIPDI stacks. On the other hand, charge
separation in DANS–(TAIPDI)n and ANADS–(TAIPDI)n occurs within 1.5 and 1.6 ns,
respectively, calculated from the quenching of singlet excited states. The lifetimes of chargeseparated states are determined to be 44 and 96 µs, at least 105 times slower than that of
BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n due to remarkably improved electron transport throughout the (TAIPDI)n.
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Introduction
Self-organization of extensive π-systems at nanoscale provides a morphology control and
long-range charge transport, both of which are of importance to enhance the efficiencies of
photoinduced device applications, such as organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells.1,2 Regarding to
these aspects, the self-assemblies of perylenediimides (PDIs) at nanoscale have drawn much
attention.3,4 Self-assembly of electron deficient π-planes of PDIs in one dimension enhances
the charge transport through the intermolecular π-electron delocalization following thermal or
photoinduced electron transfer from an electron donor.5-7 Nonetheless, efficiencies of organic
solar cells of PDIs fabricated from a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) with a polymer donor are quite
low when compared to those in which the fullerene derivatives are employed as electron
acceptors. Two main reasons have been addressed for the low external quantum efficiencies of
BHJ solar cells of PDIs:8 (i) Fast charge recombination when the electronic communication
between the donor and PDI is strong owing to π-π interactions and (ii) fast exciton quenching
due to π-stacking of PDI molecules resulting in excimer-like (intermolecular) states9 when
charge transfer is reduced probably because of increased distance between polymer donor and
PDI aggregates. In the former case, strong electronic communication of PDIs with the donor
moieties also enhances the fast charge transfer but the charge transport among the PDI stacks is
precluded.10 In the latter case, because the stacking behaviour is preserved, the charge transport
is relatively better.8,11
Disruption of the stacking behaviour of planar PDIs by the substitution of bulky groups from
bay region12 or by the joint of two twisted PDIs from imide positions13 has been suggested in
order to impede the fast charge recombination and exciton quenching. However, disturbance of
aggregation sacrifices the extensive charge transport among the PDI stacks.
Overcoming the fast charge recombination may be achieved by adjusting the distance
between the donor and acceptor, which should be long enough to avoid strong electronic
coupling and to preserve columnar stacking of PDIs but sufficiently close so that the exciton
can be utilized for charge separation before it is quenched or transferred.
Previously,14
we
studied
the
columnar
stacks
of
N,N’-di(2(trimethylammoniumiodide)ethylene) perylenediimide (TAIPDI), in which sulphonated
porphyrins were intervening between the PDI stacks at various ratios through the strong π-π
interactions assisted with ionic interactions in aqueous environment. Following the
photoexcitation, the charge separation was quite fast due to strong electronic coupling between
the PDI stacks and inserted porphyrins. However, the strong coupling also resulted in fast
charge recombination, impairing the long-range photoinduced electron transport along the PDI
stacks. We also showed that despite the quenching of singlet-excited states of monomer PDI,
those of stacked PDIs have sufficient lifetimes for photoinduced processes with closely
positioned donor or acceptor components.
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In this study, we have examined the self-assemblies of TAIPDI stacks, (TAIPDI)n, with
three different electron donors, disodium 4,4’-bis(2-sulfonatostyryl)biphenyl (BSSBP, stilbene420), sodium 9,10-dimethoxyanthracene-2-sulfonate (DANS) and disodium 6-amino-1,3naphthalenedisulfonate (ANADS). These electron donors vary in their π-extent to adjust the
electronic coupling and the distance with the PDI stacks (Figure 1). The photodriven electrontransport properties of these self-assembly systems have been investigated by using timeresolved transient techniques.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of the components used in this study.
Experimental Section
Materials. N,N’-Di(2-(trimethylammoniumiodide)ethylene)perylenediimide (TAIPDI) was
synthesized according to reported procedures.15,16 Electron donors, disodium 4,4’-bis(2sulfonatostyryl)biphenyl (BSSBP), sodium 9,10-dimethoxyanthracene-2-sulfonate (DANS),
and disodium 6-amino-1,3-naphthalenedisulfonate (ANADS) and napthalene-2-amine and
9,10-dimethylanthracene, used for the comparison of phosphorescence results, have been
obtained from commercial sources (TCI) and used as received. Purification of water (18.2 MΩ
cm) was performed with a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Direct-Q 3 UV).
Instruments. Steady-state absorption measurements were recorded on a Hewlett Packard
8453 diode array spectrophotometer. Fluorescence and phosphorescence measurements were
carried out on a Shimadzu spectrofluorophotometer (RF-5300PC). Phosphorescence data were
obtained from MeTHF/EtOH solutions in the presence of MeI (ca. 10%, v/v) at 77 K.
Electrochemical measurements were performed on an ALS630B or ALS730D electrochemical
analyzer in deaerated water containing 0.10 M Na2SO4 as supporting electrolyte. A
conventional three-electrode cell was used with a platinum working electrode (surface area of
0.3 mm2) and a platinum wire as the counter electrode. The Pt working electrode was routinely
polished with ALS polishing alumina suspension (0.05 µm) and rinsed with water and acetone
before use. The measured potentials were recorded with respect to a saturated calomel
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electrode (SCE). All electrochemical measurements were carried out under an atmospheric
pressure of nitrogen. Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy experiments were
conducted using an ultrafast source: Integra-C (Quantronix Corp.), an optical parametric
amplifier: TOPAS (Light Conversion Ltd.) and a commercially available optical detection
system: Helios provided by Ultrafast Systems LLC. The source for the pump and probe pulses
was derived from the fundamental output of Integra-C (780 nm, 2 mJ per pulse and fwhm =
130 fs) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. 75% of the fundamental output of the laser was introduced
into TOPAS, which has optical frequency mixers resulting in a tunable range from 285 nm to
1660 nm, while the rest of the output was used for white light generation. Typically, 2500
excitation pulses were averaged for 5 seconds to obtain the transient spectrum at a set delay
time. Kinetic traces at appropriate wavelengths were assembled from the time-resolved spectral
data. All measurements were conducted at 298 K. For nanosecond transient absorption
measurements, deaerated solutions of the compounds were excited with a Panther optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) equipped with a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, SLII-10, fwhm = 4-6
ns) with a power of 10-15 mJ per pulse. The photochemical reactions were monitored by
continuous exposure to a Xe lamp (150 W) as a probe light and a detector (SpectraPro 300i).
The transient spectra were recorded using fresh solutions in each laser excitation. Solutions
were deoxygenated by nitrogen purging for about 15 min prior to the transient spectral
measurements.
Results and Discussion
Formation of Self-Assemblies of (TAIPDI)n and Electron Donors. BSSBP has an
absorption maximum at 349 nm in water (Figure 2). By the addition of (TAIPDI)n, the
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Figure 2. Absorption spectral changes during the titration of BSSBP with TAIPDI in water.
Inset: Plots of absorbance vs. ([BSSBP] / [BSSBP] + [TAIPDI]) showing the stoichiometry of
the complex at indicated wavelengths (left). Linear plot of [BSSBP]0 / (A – A0) vs [TAIPDI]–1
at 349 nm to evaluate a formation constant (right).
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featureless absorption band of BSSBP starts to decrease with a small shift to 346 nm,17 while
the broad and red-shifted absorption of the TAIPDI stacks appears at 507 nm, which is seen at
501 nm in the absence of BSSBP.14,18 Isosbestic points and drastic variations in absorption
characteristics indicate an electronic interaction between the components dominantly through
the π-π interactions. Decrease in absorbance at 349 nm continues until the 1:1 stoichiometry
between TAIPDI and BSSBP is established as indicated by the plots of absorbance at 349, 377,
507 nm vs. the molar ratio of added TAIPDI to the total concentration (Figure 2, Inset). From
the slope of the linear plot in Figure 2, the formation constant (K1) is calculated to be 3.8 × 105
M–1.19,20 After the 1:1 ratio is surpassed upon the addition of further TAIPDI, a small shoulder
appears at 377 nm, while the absorption at 349 nm arises moderately, indicating a new ratio
along the row of the columnar TAIPDI stacks. The maximum of TAIPDI at 507 nm also shifts
to 501 nm with increasing molar extinction coefficient. It should be noted that the ratio given
does not represent the individual 1:1 complexes; instead, this expression describes the number
of components present along the repeating columnar π-stacks.
Self-assembly of BSSBP with TAIPDI stacks also results in total quenching of BSSBP
fluorescence emission at 437 nm due to intrasupramolecular electron transfer from BSSBP to
(TAIPDI)n via strong π-π interactions. The decrease in this emission intensity with a red shift
to 444 nm gives a formation constant as determined from a linear plot as 1.5 × 106 M–1 (Figure
3).21 Self-assembly characteristics of TAIPDI with BSSBP resemble those with ZnTPPSK4,
which also has an extensive π-system.14
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Figure 3. Emission spectral changes during the titration of BSSBP with TAIPDI in water.
Inset: Linear plot of [BSSBP]0 / (I – I0) vs [TAIPDI]–1 at 437 nm to evaluate a formation
constant.
DANS, on the other hand, gives absorption peaks at 403 and 382 nm with a shoulder at 370
nm in water (Figure 4).22 Titration with TAIPDI causes indistinct decrease at 403 nm and
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Figure 4. Absorption spectral changes during the titration of DANS with TAIPDI in water.
stacks first emerges at 510 nm, then, shifts to 508 nm. Molar extinction coefficient of TAIPDI
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is close to that in the absence of DANS. These absorption features reveal that π-π interactions
between TAIPDI stacks and DANS are quite limited. On the contrary to slightly altered
absorption features, the quenching of fluorescence of DANS is explicitly observed during the
titration with TAIPDI stacks (Figure 5). Emission peak at 460 nm decreases with a shift to
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Figure 5. Emission spectral changes during the titration of DANS with TAIPDI in water.
Inset: Plots of emission intensity vs ([DANS] / [DANS] + [TAIPDI]) showing the
stoichiometry of the complex at 460 nm. (left) Linear plot of [DANS]0 / (I – I0) vs [TAIPDI]–1
at 460 nm to evaluate a formation constant (right).
422 nm by the addition of TAIPDI due to intrasupramolecular electron transfer via ionic
interactions. Besides, featureless emission characteristics are altered vibrationally because
DANS molecules are most probably positioned within the side chains of TAIPDIs while
partially overlapping with TAIPDI aromatic core. Thus, the ionic interactions between TAIPDI
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and DANS are more influential compared to π-π interactions due to modest π-extent of DANS.
By this way, the distance between π-planes of TAIPDIs and DANS is extended to a degree. A
plot of emission at 460 nm vs. the molar ratio of added TAIPDI to the total concentration
revealed a break coinciding at 0.53, indicating a 1:1 ratio (Figure 5, Inset). The decrease in the
emission intensity at 460 nm affords a linear plot, the slope of which gave the binding constant
for DANS–TAIPDI (K2) as 3.0 × 102 M–1 (Figure 5).21 Compared to that of BSSBP–TAIPDI
(K1), this constant (K2) is quite low due to reduced π-π interactions.
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Figure 6. Absorption spectral changes during the titration of ANADS with TAIPDI in water.
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Figure 7. Emission spectral changes during the titration of DANS with TAIPDI in water.
Inset: Plots of emission intensity vs ([ANADS] / [ANADS] + [TAIPDI]) showing the
stoichiometry of the complex at 460 nm. (left) Linear plot of [ANADS]0 /(I – I0) vs [TAIPDI]–1
at 460 nm to evaluate a formation constant (right).
Lastly, ANADS, bearing small π-extent, has a charge-transition absorption band centred at
352 nm water (Figure 6). During the titration with TAIPDI, it gave no isosbestic point. Slight
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shift from 352 to 354 nm is existent with a small rise in the absorbance due to probable ionic
interactions with TAIPDI side chains.23 (TAIPDI)n gives maximum at 506 nm. Thus, it can be
concluded that there is no or negligible π-π interactions between ANADS and TAIPDI stacks.
Similar to DANS, titration of ANADS with TAIPDI also leads to fluorescence quenching due
to intrasupramolecular electron transfer via ionic interactions. ANADS gives a broad emission
with a maximum at 466 nm. Another similarity is the blue shift of the emission to 441 nm
while fluorescence quenching occurs. The emission is completely quenched when 1:1 ratio is
reached upon the addition of TAIPDI (Figure 7, Inset). The decrease at 466 nm provides a
linear correlation. From the slope of this linear plot, the binding constant for ANADS–TAIPDI
(K3) is determined to be 9.0 × 103 M–1 (Figure 7).21
Compared to that of DANS–TAIPDI, stronger binding of ANADS with TAIPDI can be
explained by the presence of second anionic sulphonic group on the ANADS moiety. These
anionic groups are strongly attracted by cationic heads of the side chains so that naphthalene
cores barely communicate with the TAIPDI planes. ANADS moieties are most likely to be
embedded in the side periphery of TAIPDI stacks. Hence, the distance between the stacked
TAIPDI planes and the electron donors has been adjusted in accordance with the π-extents of
the donor entities.
Energetics of Photoinduced Charge Separation. The driving forces for charge
separation between (TAIPDI)n and electron donors in water have been calculated according to
eq 1:24
∆GCS = e(Eox – Ered) – ∆ES + ∆Gs

(1)

where Eox is the first one-electron oxidation potential of electron donors, Ered is the first oneelectron reduction potential of (TAIPDI)n, ∆ES is the lowest singlet excited state energy of
photosensitizer moiety in the complex, and ∆Gs is the static Coulomb energy in water.25-27 The
Eox values of electron donors, obtained from water solutions containing 0.10 M Na2SO4
(Figure 8) are compiled in Table 1 together with corresponding ∆GCS and ∆GCR values. The
Ered value of TAIPDI was already determined to be –0.25 V vs SCE in water containing 0.10 M
Na2SO4.14
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Figure 8. Differential pulse voltammogram of (i) BSSBP, (ii) DANS, and (iii) ANADS in
deaerated water containing 0.10 M Na2SO4 (sweep rate: 0.1 mV/s).
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Table 1. One-electron oxidation potentials (V vs SCE) and free energy changes of the charge
separation (–∆GCS) and charge recombination (–∆GCR) of complexes of TAIPDI with donors
donor

EOX

–∆GCS

–∆GCR

BSSBP
DANS
ANADS

0.85
0.70
0.82

1.69
1.91
1.79

1.10
0.91
1.03

Energy levels of triplet states have been calculated as 2.58, 1.75 and 2.43 eV for BSSBP,
DANS and ANADS, respectively, based on phosphorescence measurements (Figure 9).28
Triplet state energy of PDI was estimated to be 1.20 eV.7,29 Thus, the triplet excited states of
electron donors can undergo the charge separation.
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Figure 9. Phosphorescence spectra of (i) BSSBP in MeTHF/EtOH, (ii-a) DANS in
MeTHF/EtOH, (ii-b) 9,10-dimethylanthracene in MeTHF, (iii-a) ANADS in MeTHF/EtOH,
and (iii-b) naphthalene-2-amine in MeTHF containing MeI at 77 K.
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Photoinduced electron-transfer processes taking place in the corresponding self-assembly
systems have been observed by using femtosecond and nanosecond transient absorption
measurements. To observe the extensive electron transport within the π-stacks of TAIPDI, the
amounts of electron donors have been kept minimum while enough amounts of those are
provided for the highest absorption at excitation wavelength as possible.
Photoinduced Charge Separation Dynamics of BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n. Femtosecond
transient measurements of BSSBP reveal the singlet excited states of BSSBP (1BSSBP*),
which give broad positive absorption, reaching a climax around 750 nm (Figure 10). The
lifetime of 1BSSBP* is determined as 0.8 ns in water. The femtosecond transient spectra of
BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n in water display very fast formation of positive absorption with several
maxima in the visible region, which are very different from those of 1BSSBP* and
1
(TAIPDI)n* (Figure 11).14 These transient traits can be assigned to radical cation of BSSBP
(BSSBP•+) and radical anion of (TAIPDI)n [(TAIPDI)n•–], which are overlapping in the visible
region.30-33 Electron hopping in the TAIPDI stacks has also an effect on broadening of features
of (TAIPDI)n•–.34 In the NIR region, broad transient around 970 nm distinctly originates from
(TAIPDI)n•–.14,31 Thus, photoinduced electron transfer from BSSBP to TAIPDI stacks can be
inferred from the transient spectral signatures of the radical ions of the electron donor and
acceptor.
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Figure 10. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of BSSBP in water at indicated time
delays. Inset: Time profile at 750 nm (λexc = 390 nm).
From the rise of absorbance at 730 and 970 nm, the rate of charge separation (kCS1) is
calculated as 1.4 × 1012 s–1 (0.70 ps). Very fast charge separation results from the strong π-π
interactions between the donor and acceptor units within the columnar arrays. Similar to the
ZnTPPSK4–(TAIPDI)n case14, the time profile at 730 nm gives two-component decay
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Figure 11. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n in water at
indicated time delays (λexc = 390 nm).
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Figure 12. Time decay profiles of the transient absorbance at 730 nm at 0-100 (left) and 1002000 ps (right).
As shown in Figure 12, the first component affords a decay rate constant of 5.8 × 1010 s–1 (τCS1
= 17 ps) while the second component gives a slow decay with a rate constant of 2.1 × 109 s–1
(τCS2 = 485 ps), as a result of electron transport within the TAIPDI stacks, decelerating the
charge recombination. The fast charge recombination, which is correlated with the first decay
component, results from enhanced electronic coupling between the π-systems of the donor and
acceptor14,35 and the possible random distribution of the donor entities within the columnar
arrays.14 There was no transient signal in the nanosecond transient absorption spectra,
suggesting that the charge recombination completes before 100 ns.36
Photoinduced Charge Separation Dynamics of DANS–(TAIPDI)n and ANADS–
(TAIPDI)n. Singlet excited states of DANS (1DANS*) display broad peak at 550 nm and
smaller absorption around 790 nm as monitored by femtosecond transient absorption
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Figure 13. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of DANS (left) and femtosecond
transient absorption spectra of DANS–(TAIPDI)n in deaerated water at indicated time delays
(right). Insets: Time profiles at 550 nm (λexc = 390 nm).
spectroscopy (Figure 13). The lifetime of 1DANS* is determined from the decay at 550 nm as
6.0 ns (1.7 × 108 s–1). As shown in Figure 13, the self-assembly of DANS with TAIPDI stacks
exhibits almost identical femtosecond transient patterns to those of the singlet excited state of
DANS except for the reduced lifetime to 1.2 ns (kq = 8.2 × 108 s–1). On the other hand, the
transient features of the self-assembly of ANADS with (TAIPDI)n are not significantly
different from those of 1ANADS* (Figure 14). Similarly, the lifetime of the 1ANADS* (3.1 ns)
is also decreased to 1.6 ns (kq = 6.1 × 108 s–1). The shortened lifetimes of singlet excite states of
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Figure 14. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of ANADS (left) and femtosecond
transient absorption spectra of ANADS–(TAIPDI)n in deaerated water at indicated time delays
(right). Insets: Time profiles at 585 nm (λexc = 390 nm).
electron donors suggest the occurrence of photoinduced electron transfer to the TAIPDI stacks
in both cases. The absence of transient traits of 1(TAIPDI)n* or 1TAIPDI* indicates that there
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is no singlet-singlet energy transfer from electron donors. The rate of charge separation can be
estimated from the quenching of the singlet excited state by using eq 2:37
kCS = (1/τq) – kS

(2)

where τq is the lifetime of the quenched singlet excite state due to electron transfer and kS is the
rate constant of the singlet excited state without any quenching. Then, kCS for DANS–
(TAIPDI)n is estimated as 6.7 × 108 s–1 (1.5 ns) while ANADS–(TAIPDI)n affords a charge
separation rate constant of 6.1 × 108 s–1 (1.6 ns). Compared to that of BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n, the
charge-separation processes in these self-assemblies are quite slow because of increased
distance between the donor and the acceptor.38 Still, the access to the charge separation via the
triplet states is feasible because energy levels of the charge-separated states of self-assemblies
of DANS and ANADS are below those of triplet states of the electron donors.
To monitor the electron-transfer products, nanosecond transient absorption measurements
have been performed for these self-assembly systems. The charge separation is evident in the
nanosecond absorption spectra of DANS–(TAIPDI)n as the formation of radical cation of
DANS (DANS•+) and radical anion of (TAIPDI)n is clearly observed (Figure 15). DANS•+
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Figure 15. Nanosecond transient absorption spectra of DANS–(TAIPDI)n between 400 and
650 nm (left) and 650 and 1100 nm (right) in deaerated water at indicated time delays. Inset:
Time profile at 730 nm (λexc = 355 nm).
appears at 420, 560 and 610 nm32 while the typical peaks of (TAIPDI)n•– emerge at 730, 820,
and 980 nm.14,31 There was no signal to assign for the triplet excited states of DANS or
TAIPDI, resulting from the triplet-triplet energy transfer.39 The decay of electron-transfer
species follows first-order kinetics. The rate constant for charge recombination is determined to
be 2.3 × 104 s–1 from the decay at 730 nm, giving the lifetime of the charge-separated state as
44 µs (Figure 15, inset). When turning to ANADS–(TAIPDI)n, the nanosecond transient
spectra also exhibit the formation of ANADS•+ at around 400 and 540 nm32 and (TAIPDI)n•– at
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730, 810, and 980 nm as a result of the charge separation (Figure 16). The absence of transients
due to the triplet-excited states suggests highly efficient photodriven charge-separation process.
The decay rate of (TAIPDI)n•– at 730 nm was fitted to a first-order plot where the rate of charge
recombination for ANADS–(TAIPDI)n was found to be 1.0 × 104 s–1 (τCS = 96 µs).
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Figure 16. Nanosecond transient absorption spectra of ANADS–(TAIPDI)n in deaerated
water at indicated time delays. Inset: Time profile at 730 nm (λexc = 355 nm).
Photoinduced processes observed in these systems are summarized in energy level diagrams
(Figure 17). Compared to BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n case, exceedingly longer lifetime values for the
charge-separated states in DANS–(TAIPDI)n and ANADS–(TAIPDI)n systems can be
explained by the presence of improved charge transport in the TAIPDI stacks. The reduced
electronic coupling also inhibits the fast exciton quenching of electron donors because of πstacking with TAIPDIs. Increasing the distance has brought about slow charge separation.
However, the higher kCS/kCR ratios of DANS–(TAIPDI)n and ANADS–(TAIPDI)n (29000 and
61000, respectively) than those of BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n and ZnTPPSK4–(TAIPDI)n (667 and
3000,14 respectively) sufficiently compensate this drawback. Because DANS and ANADS
molecules are positioned at the side periphery of TAIPDI cores dominantly via ionic
interactions with negligible π-π interactions, long-range electron transport in the (TAIPDI)n has
not been interrupted. As might be expected, stacking defects still hinder the electron hopping
along these stacks.40 Utilizing the triplet states has an impact on the elongation of the electron
transport due to spin restriction rules.41 As a result, lifetimes of charge-separated states of
DANS–(TAIPDI)n and ANADS–(TAIPDI)n are at least 105 times longer than that of tightly
stacked BSSBP–(TAIPDI)n due to extensive electron transport without interruption of the
penetrated electron-donor moieties.
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Conclusion
The columnar stacks of TAIPDI host BSSBP, DANS, and ANADS molecules at various
ratios via intermolecular interactions. The π-π interactions mainly govern the self-assembly of
(TAIPDI)n and BSSBP, having large π-extent, thereby favouring the electron coupling. On the
other hand, DANS and ANADS, having relatively small π-extents, interact with the side chains
of TAIPDI stacks via ionic interactions resulting in distance increment with TAIPDI π-planes.
The enhanced distance improves the extensive electron transport along the TAIPDI stacks in
DANS–(TAIPDI)n and ANADS–(TAIPDI)n after photoinduced electron transfer from electron
donors.
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Concluding Remarks
In this thesis, the photoinduced electron-transfer processes (i.e.; charge separation, charge
migration, and charge recombination) of the self-assembly systems of PDI nanostructures
possessing one-dimensional organizations have been discussed. Fingerprints of the electrontransfer products of such systems have been monitored by using time-resolved transient
absorption spectroscopy besides the other instruments, named in the experimental sections,
used for the calculation of the photoinduced electron-transfer energetics and the
characterization of the nanostructures and self-assembly systems of PDIs in each chapter. The
main point of the thesis is the control of the directional charge migration (i.e., electron
transport) along the columnar π-stacks of PDIs by the weak interactions with the electron
donor moieties to obtain long-range electron transfer after a fast charge separation process
takes place. As mentioned in the general introduction and in the corresponding chapters in
detail, intermolecular weak interactions have also been utilized to control the entire electrontransfer processes in the protein environment of the photosynthetic reaction centers of the
photosynthesis. Therefore, mimicking the well-ordered arrangement of the natural paradigm
via these interactions is quite vital for practical purposes, such as material design for
optoelectronics, in which the efficient electron transfer is of the essence. Throughout the
related chapters, elongated lifetime values of charge separated states to nano and microsecond
time regimes were considered to be the sign of extensive, long-range electron transfer within
the columnar PDI stacks.
The thesis comprises the data for the electron-transfer events of monomer PDI for
understanding and comparison with those of the PDI π-stacks, as detailed in the first chapter.
Besides, this chapter includes the electron-accepting features of PDIs modified from their bay
region with electron-donating and-withdrawing groups during the electron-transfer processes.
In the following chapter, a hybrid mixture system, consisting of nanobelt structures of a PDI
with linear side chains and a soluble electron donor (ZnTBPc), has been characterized and the
migration mechanism of the photoinduced-transferred electron within the nanobelts has been
examined spectroscopically. Photodynamics of electron-transfer events of this hybrid system
has been also compared to another mixture system of PDI, having soluble, non-directional
components.
The chapter 3 manifests the importance of the electron-transfer distance between the onedimensional PDI nanostructures and the electron donors in competing with energy-transfer
process. For this purpose, the supramolecular self-assembly systems have been constructed by
using weak interactions (i.e., π-π, lipophilic, and ionic interactions). Photoinduced electron
transfer was absent in the self-assemblies described in this chapter due to the long distance
between the donors located on the side-surface periphery and the PDI aromatic cores buried in
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the nanoribbons although the water has been chosen as a very polar environment, which was
expected to boost the electron-transfer reactions.
In chapter 4, photoinduced electron-transfer events of a newly synthesized An2PDI triad have
been clarified in organic and in aqueous media. Bearing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
sections, triad molecules can modify themselves to aqueous environment by conformational
and intermolecular rearrangements, which greatly enhance the photoinduced charge separation.
On the other hand, photoinduced electron transfer was not efficient against the geometric
alterations, reasonably long electron-transfer distance, and competing energy transfer in
MeOH, in which An2PDI lacks such organizational behaviors.
In chapter 5, columnar nanostructures of a PDI derivative, which can be solubilized in an
aqueous medium and can host π-electron donors, have been characterized and their electrontransfer features have been clarified. Excited-state dynamics of PDI aggregates have been
explained by a comparison with those of unstacked PDI. Photoexcitation of host-guest
complexes of PDI nanostructures generate very fast charge separation. Charge recombination
is markedly decelerated by an electron migration mechanism along the long range of tightly
stacked TAIPDIs, which eventually results in a kCS/kCR ratio of 3000 as determined by using
time-resolved transient absorption techniques.
The last chapter demonstrates the photodriven electron-transport properties of the selfassemblies of the PDI stacks with three electron donors, which differ in their π-extent to adjust
the electronic coupling and the distance with the PDI aggregates. The columnar stacks of PDI
host these π-donor molecules at various ratios via intermolecular interactions. The strong
electron coupling was favored by the extensive π-π interactions with the donor moiety having
large π-extent. Due to these interactions, donor moieties penetrate into the PDI stacks,
impeding the long-range electron transfer. On the other hand, the electron donors, having
relatively small π-extents, mainly interact with side chains of the PDI stacks via ionic
interactions resulting in distance increment with PDI π-planes, which improves the extensive
electron transport along the PDI stacks without interruption, reaching kCS/kCR ratios up to 105.
As postulated in the above-mentioned chapters, weak interactions can control the mechanism
of the electron transfer within the one-dimensional nanostructures of PDI. Morphological
arrangements at nanometer scale established by such interactions in the active layers of the
devices designed for solar energy conversion have a potential for improving the efficiency.
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